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_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _E_U_S_fi_E_xecutive splits over £1/4 million gas share plan

Gas shares
Blow-out

A controversial proposal
by Students' Association Treasurer David Duncan, for
EUSA to purchase £250,000
of British G as shares, has
been defeated at a special
meeting of t he Association's
Finance C ommittee. The
issue split the EUSA Exec~
tive, with President C~thy
Presland and Deputy President Claire McLintock declaring themselves strongly
against it.
The British Gas proposal
was also raised during debate
over the EUSA Budget at
Monday's AGM, which led to
a direct negative and a vote
against the Budget of86 to 78.
.The suggestion that the Association invest in British Gas was

Presland, and Deputy President
Claire McLintock, that this decision should not go to the Finance
Committee of the Association.
Cathy Presland told Student:
"We are a service oraganisation
and we are not into all this wheeling and dealing ... it's a lot of
money and we need to look at the
safety of our investments: thjs is
based on pure speculation ." Ms
McLintock added that she felt it
was the Sabbaticals" "duty " to
take the matter to Finance Committee. Earlier proposals not to
had been made when "we were
trying to persuade David (Duncan) to drop the proposal".
Ms McLintock refuted rumours
that the split 'in the Association
Executive over the proposals was
so severe that she had threatened
either to resign her sabbatical position or propose a recall motion
against David Duncan , should
any investment be made. She did ,
however , state that: " I would find
it very difficult to work in an
organisation that did this sort of
thin<> "
M~re
open
discussion
of the British Gas · investment
proposal arose at Monday's
first put forward by David Dun- Annual General Meeting when
can last week and despite early student Malcolm MacLeod propattempts to keep the matter confi- osed a direct negative to the
dential by Monday a public co n- Association 's budget for the year,
troversy had erupted.
in an apparent attempt to allow
Speaking to Student , Mr Dun - the meeting to discu ss the issue. In
can explained that he was putting proposing the direct negative, Mr
forward the proposal for the good MacLeod was reminded by Cathy
of the Students' Association. He Presland , chairing the meeting,
outlined the difficulties that the that he must object to a specific
Associ ation might face next year part of the budget proposals
given that its grant from the Uni- (which did not contain any referversity will rise by just 2.8% and ence to British Gas).
stated that his successor as TreaMr MacLeod spoke vehesurer may "not be able to main- mently, saying that what contain the level of services and cerned him was not what the
amenities which the Association budget said but what it did not
presently provides''.
say. He said he felt any investMr Duncan added that the ment in British Gas should
Association would not apply "un- require the full backing of the
less we are extremely confident of Association 's highest authority:
a substantia l share allocation and the General Meeting. He congood returns on sale''. He went on demned the proposal to make
to condemn the alleged position such an investment as "a gamble
of the President of EUSA, Cathy we cannot afford to lose" and

urged the meeting to reject the
budget.
Cathy Presland then ruled Mr
MacLeod's direct negative to the
budget out of order, as the budget
did not make any reference to
British Gas investment. This ruling was , however, challenged by
Mr Adrian McMenamin , and
overturned by the meeting. Mr
McMenamin described the "at' tempt to stifle this debate" as
"sheer dishonesty''. The debate
on the budget continued, after
some confusion with the chairing
of the meeting.
Cathy Presland and Deputy
President
Claire McLintock
spoke in favour of the budget on
the grounds that it did not relate
to the British Gas proposals (once
again revealjng the split in the
Executive) . Ms Presland did,
however, state that "what David
is suggesting is that we irresponsibly gamble a quarter of a million
pounds worth of EUSA's reserves
on unprofessional specu lation
from the Treasurer". Other
speakers urged the meeting to
reject the budget and to "send
your message to the Finance
Committe, loud and clear".
The budget was defeated by 86
votes to 78. However , since the
meeting was inquorate the budget
stands as proposed: although a
signal of some sort would be
claimed to have been sent to
Finance Committee.
The final decision on the investment idea was taken on Tuesday
at the emergency meeting of the
Association 's Fin ance Committee . Treasurer David Duncan
opened the meting by outlining
his belief that "an investment of
this sort would benefit the Association " and reminded Finance representative that ''. the Association
has always invested money".
Strong reservations were voiced by members of the committee. Ordinary member Cheow
Lay-Wee said, " I don't regard the
Stock Exchange as a safe invest-
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AGM inquorate
th The Annual General Meeting of
the Students' Association, held in
e McEwan Hall on Monday
eve ·
v niog, saw the debate of ten prid~te
members' motions on a
1
~rse range of subjects.
· owever, the meeting was
~~uorate ; it failed to attract the
minimum number of students
necessa f .
. .
bi d' ry or tts dec1s1ons to be
re~uling on the Association. As a
sect t, .none of the decisions pasbinct·Will become automatically
Will ~ng on EUSA , and the SRC
ceed e. left to decide how to proTh With each motion.
e meeting opened with a pre-

sentation" of the Accounts and
Budget.

Finance
Emphasising that the past year
had been a successful year for the
Association's finances, EUSA
Treasure~ David Duncan began
the meeting with a presentation of
the year's Accounts. He highlighted the profit of £31 ,000 made by
the Association from its Festival
activities , including the hire of
Teviot Row Union as the Fringe
Club.
David Duncan presented the

accounts of the Association 's Treasurer then went on to present
limited company, EUSACO, the Budget for the following year.
which operates three travel shops; As reported above , a direct negathese were approved . This year, tive was proposed to the budget
for the first time , EUSACO has by Malcolm MacLeod , from the
been budgeted to break even , and floor. This was apparently
may.even produce a surplus.
intended as a means for the meetFollowing the withdrawal of the ing to express its opinion on the
constitutional amendment on the proposal that EUSA invest in
renaming of Student Centre as the British Gas. Despite this, the fact
Mandela Centre, which requires a that the meeting was inquorate
quorate meeting to be passed, the means that the budget stands as
meeting moved on to consider the presented .
first private member's motion , on
In concluding his presentation,
rates reform.
The Accounts were then
continued on page 2
approved by the meeting. The
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AGM null and void
Rates Reform
A motion strongly criticising'
Government policy on rates
reform was passed unopposed . It
would have mandated EUSA to
oppose the suggested reforms ,
had the meeting been quorate .
The motion stated that the rates
proposals " have grave implications for all on low incomes, especially those in large families, as it
is a fundamentally regressive tax
and therefore totally inequitable".
It also criticsed the effect on
students who "as low income
groups do not have the funds to
pay the charge", and said that the
charge will affect recruitment to
Scottish universities.
An amendment proposed by
the SDP Club President Angus
Mcintosh, in which is was added
that the " present rates system is
unfair" and that "new initiatives
such as a local income tax should
be seriously considered", was also
passed unopposed , and added to
the motion.
As a result of the motion,
EUSA Secretary lain Catto would
have been mandated to publish
details of proposed rate changes
in Midweek and the SRC to
respond to the White Paper when
it is published.

Scottish Assembly
The movement for a Scottish
Assembly was given tacit backing
by the General Meeting when a
motion calling for EUSA to
affiliate to the Campaign for a
Scottish Assembly was passed
unopposed.
As well as mandating affiliation
to the campaign, the passing of
the motion requires the EUSA
Secretary to publish an appeal in
Midweek appealing to students to
write to their MPs and the President to issue a summary of the
resolution to the press.
The motion was again unopposed . This may have been due to
the fact that a controversial statement that Mrs Thatcher's Government had reneged on its promise of Home Rule in the 1979 General Election "was withdrawn
before debate".

Animal Rights
The fourth motion proposed at
the meeting concerned animal
rights and the right of students to
opt out of experiments on living
animals without being subject to
disciplinary action.
The SRC proposed an amendment to the motion which in effect
would have deleted the original
motion and replaced it with a

La Bagatelle
Resuurant Franrais

•

Table d'hote Lunch £4.75
including Coffee
Fixe prix dinner
Monday-Thursday: £8.50

•

Relax in afriendly, informal
atmosphere and enjoy the
French cuisine.
Special offer: Bring this advert for a
free glass of wine with the
d la carte menu.

22a NICOLSON STREET,
EDINBURGH (667 0747)

and publicising why people should
buy1t.
The amendment was defeat d
and the motion supporting Ca e
mpaign Coffee passed.

Palestine Student;The last debate centred around
the motion that EUSA should
-affi liate itself with the Student •
Representative Council of ths
.University of Bir Zeit because ~
" the loss" of academic freedom
for Palestinian students.
Those opposing the motion felt
that the Israeli government had
only intervened in Bir Zeit in
cases of anti-semitic activity and
that the University of Bir Zeit had
proved time and time again to be
an intellectual training camp for
the PLO.
In proposing the motion, Nada
El-Yassir stressed that it con.
cerned the question of academic
freedom which she felt was the
basic right of every student and
asked the meeting to support the
motion which would help Palesti·
nian students who had already
suffered enough.

0

If you see Sid, tell him the Budget's been defeated.

Photo: Lesley Williamson

proposal to set up a working party
to look at the issues in greater
rletail and formulate a "constructive, coherent policy" to put to the
next General Meeting. As proposer of the amendment Don MacCorquodale said that a proper
report would stand a better
chance of influencing University
policy than the original motion a "useless gesture", in his opinion.
He said it would not cut experiments and would not stop students being victimised.

felt it was anti-RCP rather than
anti-racist, and therefore completely negative . He insisted that
WAR was interested only in fighting racism , and had heard speakers from Europe, Britain and the
Labour Party (which was antiRCP) at its recent rally.
The amendment was passed
overwhelmingly, as was the
motion.

said that it was "completely different to the original motion ".
At the end of the debate , a vote
favouring the anti-NATO amendment was eventually passed . If the
meeting had been quorate then
the Secretary would have t1een
mandated to write to the leaders
of the political parties stating
Edinburgh University students'
opposition to NATO.

Library Hours

Chilean Students

In opposition to the amendment , Lawrence Cavalho expressed his surprise at the SRC
amendment, calling it a "poorly
thought out stalling procedure".
The amendment was defeated ,
and the original motion ca lling for
the adoption of a violence-free
science charter was passed.

The sixth motion brought
before the AGM was on the issue
of library opening hours and was
carried unopposed.
It noted that 73 per cent of the
respondents in an SRC survey in
January 1986 believed that library
opening hours were inadequate.
It called on the SRC to work for
longer hours , and to examine the
proposal that students could be
emnloved in the library.

The next motion, proposed by
the Students' Representative
Council, called for the immediate
release of the five Chileans
allegedly wrongly imprisoned for
an assassination attempt on General Pinochet , the President of
Chile. The motion, was passed
quickly and unaltered by students. Had it been passed quorately , it would have called for the
Secretary of the Students' Association to send a telex pressing for
the release of the five prisoners.

Racism
The fifth motion to come
before the AGM brought up the
controversial issue of racism. The
original motion proposed by
Andrew Gray. of the Revolutionary Communists, condemned
widespread acts of racism carried
out by European governments
and resolved to "adopt the a ntiracist manifesto agreed upon by
the delegates to the Workers
Against Racism (WAR) International Conference".
Paul Greatrix, former Labour
Club chairperson, proposed an
amendment to the motion to
effectively cut all contact with
WAR which he believes to be a
front for the Revolutionary Communist Party (RCP): Instead, he·
put forward proposals for a
"broad-minded campaign" which
"would be aligned to several antiracist groups rahter than just
WAR " .
.
In opposition to the amendment . Andrew Gray said that he
• continued from page J
ment , and I think the precedent
we might set would be bad. I do
not think we can justify it.··
However, Tor Farquhar, an
ordinary member , and Devin
Scobie, SRC Representative.
spoke out in favour of the proposals. Mr Farquhar argued that the
investment was a .. dead cert'", and
Mtr Scobie stated that. "this is one
of the finest chances we have to
make a profit ... we as a Finance
Committee have a responsibility
to students".
Paul Davies believed that an
investment would "be wrong for
an orgamsatton of our size which
can't afford to take any loss without ?,ffering the services we provide . He noted the possibility
that there was not only a risk
attached 1fthe Association bou~ht

NATO
The next motion centring on
Britain's position in NATO was
hotly debated, resulting in an
amendment to the proposed
motion being passed.
The original motion, proposed
by Andrew Hayes , President of
the Conservative Club, believed
in a strong and credible NATO ,
which included the basing of
American nuclear weapons on
British soil and the possession by
Britain of our own viable nuclear
deterrent.
The amendment to this motion
proposed by Moray Grant, th~
SRC External Affairs Convener
stated Britain should withdra~
from NATO and that this country·s independent nuclear deterrent is "of no use to Britai n's
defence strategy".
Andrew Hayes claimed that the
amendment "is not a real amendment" . and in a short summing-up
shares but also the risk of whether
it would get any.

Campaign Coffee
The next debate centred
around whether the unions should
sell only Campaign Coffee in
order to support the campaign
against conditions of coffee workers in Th ird World countries.
The proposer, Donald Forrester, point out that other coffee
was "based on exploitation" and it
would be entirely consistent with
EUSA policy to support the
motion.
Deputy
President
Claire
McLintock ,
supporting
an
amendment to the motion from
the Committee of Management of
the Union, said that lhe committee wished to ensure that other
coffee could still be sold in the
union s. Ms McLintock said that
the Committee of Management
was, however , committed to the
marketing of Campaign Coffee

tic" outcome suggested by BellLawrie and that the Association
This is borne out by Student's could do better in the allocation.
Elaborating, the EUSA Treainvestigation this week . Top city
brokers Phillips and Drew indi- surer explained that taking into
cated that an investment of account the loss of interest on the
£250.000 would probably result in invested money which could have
EUSA receiving no shares at all: been in the bank , and brokers '
"Your union has a zero chance of fees (£555 in total) , the profit on
50,000shareswouldbe£1 945 ifa
getting anything."
However , at this stage of the_ Sp P.remium (profit per sh~re) ~as
meeting. David Duncan indicated attained. A premium of 10p per
a change in the proposal. He had share would produce net profits of
spoken with the Association 's £4,445, and of 15p, £6,945. Indiadvisers. who were also the firm cations in the press were th ~t a
responsible for allocating British premium of 5- lOp was likely.
Gas shares in the East of ScotReplying to this new proposal ,
land: Bell-Lawrie. The firm had Rory MacLeod , the Senior
indicated that an application for Member of Finance Committee
200,000 shares, worth £100,000, stated that given that the "profit i~
would be likely to result in an allo- likely to be of the order of £2 ooo
cation of 50,000 shares. Mr Dun- I don't believe that the val~e of
can now proposed that this scale this is worth the havoc it will cause
of application be made. He added in the structure of the Associathat this was the "most pessimis- tion ".

SA Scholarship
A further motion called for
EUSA to make various commit·
ments to the idea of a Dadoo.
Naicker Scholarship fo r South
African students. The scholarship
would be named after two "outstanding figures in the (South
African) liberation movements
who had studied at Edinburgh
University" .
In opposing a motion calling for
the scholarship to be set up, the
opposition urged: "Do not support the motion because it gives
credit to terrorism. "
The opposition poin ted out that
it did not disagree that discrimina·
tion exists, but asserted that
Dadoo and Naicker are Corn·
munists and members of the Afri·
can National Congress whose Ian·
guage was "limpet mines and
machine-guns". They condemned
violence on both sides and stres·
sed that it "was not racist" to
oppose the motion .
Those proposing the motion
felt that the " loony right" had
made a better case for an anti·
apartheid scholarship than "we
ever could'The motion was passed
inquorately and will be referred to
SRC.

AGM REPORTS BY:
Ian Robertson, Emma
Simpson, Paula Collins,
Tom Bradby and
Gary Duncan.
David Duncan · was then given
an opportunity to sum up. htS
proposal during which he notified
Finance Committee of his inten·
lion to move an anti-privatisatio~
motion at the next EUSA Genera
Meeting.
The meeting then voted on the
proposal-by secret ba!lot, at'fhthe
suggestion of Mr Farquar. e
proposal was defeated by seven
votes to three , with Iain Cati~
EUSA Secretary , abstaining sinhe
he had been forced to leave t
ds
meeting early .
Speaking to Student afterwar '
David Duncan said: " I am disa~
pointed by the r°esult because t·
initiated the proposal. The ~;A
ing was a good example of E it·
democracy at work. The cornf11 0•
tee were presented with arred 1
ments for and against; they vo .,
against. That's the way it goes.

Gary puoclll1

Shares in the Bristo
£250,000
•(pending flnanle
Committee decisiO!I)
.Derek _Hatton 's Expenses £38,950
Bribe to Groundling
75p

"I'm going to sit down and write myself a letter ."
TheAnnualGeneralMeetingon
Monday saw the launch of Action
fora Grant Week.
The purpose is to inform MPs
and the Government. that over
80%of Edmburgh Umvers1ty students are agamst the idea of a
Joans scheme , and to continue
opposition to a loans scheme
being introd uced.
The week consists of a mass letter-writing campaign encouraging
students to write to their MPs and
tell them how dissatisfied they are
with loan suggestions.
Jain Catto, Secretary ofEUSA,
believes this will be effective on a
national basis and. that MPs wi ll
not be able to ignore student feeling. There will be desks set up all

Photo: Phil Hulme
ove r the campus providing students with informatio n and
guidelines on what they might
write.
.The letter-writing campaign
will be fo llowed up on Friday 28th
November, in the Teviot Debating Hall , at 1 pm , with the launch
of EUSA's document, Supporting
Our Students, a lengthy submission on the problems of Joans for
Edinburgh University students,
which will then be subm itted to
the Walden Review Committee
on St udent Support.
Finally, the week will end on a
lighthearted note with Teviot
Row's Dance For A Grant on Friday evening.
Anjali Dholakto

Less money for
more students

Well, bastards, where was the by now beginning to get rather
outcry when Groundling was angry - all except Secretary Iain
cruelly excised from last week's Catto who, having nothing to do,
issue? A pox on you!
was quietly snoring in the corner.
This week, as vengeance on you Deputy President Claire McLinall, Groundling decided to endure tock, meanwhile, stormed to the
the buttock-numbing tedium of microphone
and
forcefully
the Annual General Meetathlon declared her total opposition to
and subject you to some SERIOUS buying shares in British Gas "on
POLITICAL ANALYSIS ....
political grounds, 'cos it's against
In a vain attempt to arrive after my political principles". Treathe approval of the budget - gen- surer David (not yet) Drunken
erally a dull formality - Groundl- merely glowered at his watch in .
ing slunk in at 7 .30 and was sur- the knowledge that he'd missed the
prised - nay, delighted - to find Furstenburg promo in the Bristo
that some brave soul had actually for sure.
proposed a direct negative to the
Duncan was now asked for a full
budget. In search of further details breakdown of the budget figures ,
Groundling scoured the EUSA which were faithfully noted by
Annual Report, but could find Groundling:
nothing technically wrong with the
INCOME
budget, save perhaps the rather ·
offensive photograph on page 3 of Government Grant
£5.60
Treasurer David Duncan , with Catering
£3.21
Teviot
what appears to be an enormous
£1,503
marital aid in his top left pocket. Chambers Street
30p
When asked about the suspicious Potterrow
nil
bulge in his pocket later on, Dun- Big Bands
£2,500
can
replied:
" It's
Private
Member's Business."
Total
£660,001 (ish)
President Cathy Presland tried
EXPENDITURE
to rule Malcolm McCleod's direct
negative incompetent on the Maintenance
nil
grounds that Finance Committee Travel Centre
£3million
had yet to discuss the controversial Dave's Beer
£100,000
proposal to invest £250,000 of Iain's Beer
£100,000
EUSA in Bristo . • . er, British Claire's Beer
£100,000
Gas. McCloud thought this was Cathy's Beer
£100,000
too important a decision to be left Claire's Hairspray
£5,000
to the Finance Committee alone, Cathy's Hairspray
£5,000
and despite never managing to get Dave's Mousse
£25,000
closer than four feet to the mic- Iain's Brylcreem nil (it's natural)
rophone (whereas Cathy's mouth, Dave's shirts
£50,000
on the other hand, remained Sunglasses for
dangerously close to her mic- other Sabbatia;;ls
£2.50
rophone all night) his views pre- Dave 's Marital Aid
£14.99
vailed and the noor ruled Cathy's New Joy Division
ruling of incompetence incompe- Jumper for Iain
£9.99
tent. Or something like that ....
New PA System
£2(bargain
Anyway , the Sabbaticals were
Ii
from Scales)

The
Government
has
1996 followed by a slight rise to
announced a projected increase in 633,000 by the end of the century.
the number of students attending
The Department of Educahigher education between now
tion 's document states that the
and the year 2000, which, coupled
figures are based on the assumpwith figures released recently ,
tion that "there will be no effect
could mean a further fall in the
on student demand as a result of
value of student grants .
changes in the real value of the
Speaking at the Chaplaincy
Mr Kenneth Baker, the Educagrant".
Centre last Friday , Robert Maction Secretary, announced last
The student grant has fallen by
Lennan , the SOP MP for CaithThursday that if planned improve21 % in real terms since 1979. The
ness and Sutherland , denounced
ments in secondary education
Expenditure White Paper, pubthe Government's proposals on
prove effective, then by the end of
lished in January, anticipated that
rating reform saying, " If this goes'
the century there could be 723 ,000
there will be a £4 million reducthrough this is real ly effectively
students in higher education
tion in the student grants budget
the end of local government ."
where there are now 693,000.
· next year. Given that numbers of
His principal objection to the
. Secondary education changes
students are expected, by both
Government's proposal for a
include the new GCSE exam
sets of figures , to rise until 1989, community charge was that it was
which is replaci ng 0-levels and
this is likely to mean a further part of a systematic attempt by
CSEs; plans to improve teacher
reduction in the real value of the central government to take the
trammg and the possibility that
grant next year.
control of local finance out of the
regular appraisals of teacher perThe Government is expected to hands of local autho rities.
formance may be introduced.
make an announceme nt about the
The Government's proposal , as
The Government has also
terms and implications of the stu- set down in the recent Green ·
rele_ased a less optimistic set of
dent grant for the coming year Paper, is to repl ace ·the c.urrent
proiected figures based on the
next week.
system of rates with a community
present proportion of young
Miranda Chitty charge levied on "everyone
people entering higher education.
~ese figures suggest that despite
The National Union of Stun increase in student numbers to . dents and civi l servants are this
700.000 by 1989 , there will be a week discussing the terms of next
~sequent drop to 616,000 by year's grant settleme nt .

Poll tax: "appalling system"
regardless of means". This would,
according to MacLennan, have a
particularly disastrous effect on
students' incomes. Quoting from
the Government 's Green Paper
on rates reform , he stated that ,
"Students would be treated in the
same way as other adult residents,
paying a community charge individually, or through a collective
charge according to the property
they occupy." The fact that students are to be registered at their
term-time addresses would mean
that English students at Edinburgh would be placed at a financial disadvantage vis-a-vis students at English universities.
Roddy McLean

Total

£660,000

Smiling awkwardly , the Treasurer summed up: "Er, that's it.
Can I go now?"
• The budget was duly rejected,
which came as a bit of a surprise to
your humble scribe, who could see
nothing amiss in the accounts,
except perhaps the size of his
bribe, which hardly amounted to a
pint of heavy in Teviot.
There was still the even more
boring business of EUSNORECO,
EUSA's travel company, whose
budget was also due to be discussed, but Duncan cleverly terminated the proceedings on the technical grounds that he was desperate for a pint. He promptly left.
And so to the 11 motions themselves, which proved to be
uniformly worthy and dull,
despite - or more likely because
of - the Labour Club 's attempts
to rewrite every one. These so-called "amendments" reduced one
spluttering
Worker
Against
Racism to launching a bitter personal attack on Paul Weetabix supposed to be a clever play on
Paul 's real name of Greatrix, geddit? Not surprisingly this drew a
frosty(?) reaction from the noor,
as the idea of pouring warm milk
over Paul Greatrix of a morning is
not a pleasant proposition.
A far more pleasing proposition
was the glamorous figure of Welfare Convener Danielle Gard who
turned up around this time. Late
- as usual. Danielle is known for
her remarkable efforts in dealing
with students' problems. Desperate students have a signed photo of
Danni's fa.mous shock of red hairs
thrust into their hands, bearing
the immortal legend: "Buck up,
there's a good show!"
Danielle paused briefty to sniff
the air and was drawn ineluctably
to the right by the crisp, blue
1D011eyed smell of Tory. All was
not well in the Tory camp, however, as the pro-US, pro-NATO
motion
had
been
artfully
"amended" (i.e. totally rewritten)
by the Labour Club to propose
that Britain should withdraw from
NA TO, which was considered "of
no use to Britain's defence
strategy".

Time passed and Groundling
tired rapidly. That perennial
Palestinian motion was due to surface again, and the pubs would
soon be closing, so it was off into
the windswept night for a serious
political discussion with a bottle of
Furstenburg, before finally hitting
the pit. It had all been a waste of
time anyway, because the AGM
had been inquorate.

e

Blues in the red
over drink
th The alleged financial crisis in
Cle Edmburgh University Tory
Cr~b, s_upposedly caused by the
igm11l ar Castle dinner o n HalIowee
·
Ii n, is,
President Andrew
. ayes assured Student "pure fic·
tIOn " .
'
T The rumours, started by loose
Ory Club tongues on a drunken
eve ·
p nmg, spoke of huge debts and
residential conspiracies. How~ver, the President and fellow
ory Club member Charles Pridgeon , who , the " rumours" said
Was
·
re
gunning
for presidency ,'
futed these claims . Both parties

said of each other that they were
very close friends a nd that any
aspirations to the presidency
would go through the correct
channels in the Association's
An nual General Meeting in
March.
As to the finances of the club ,
the President ad mitted to being
"slightly" in debt but anticipated
no problems. The Craigmillar
Castle dinner led to debts
amounting to around £750, which
have norbeen paid .
Sophie Peterson
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speech to the transmission of X-rav pichlres over
the telephone, we are developing communications
concepts as vet hardly
dreamt of.
British
We have career openings
for ambitious young people

throughout the business, in technologv, in management, in all areas of our activities. Fmd out more
from our brochure and video at vour careers office,
or at one of our special presentations.
If vou would like to arrange an interview on the
milk round, please send us
an application via vour
careers office.
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STUDENT
Hot air over gas shar_es?
Treasurer David Duncan claims he is against the
·nciple of privatisation. Yet his recent proposal that the
~~~dents' Association invest £250,000 - later reduced to
£l00 000 after consultation with the Association's
fina;cial ad~isers - in British Gas shares seems to
contradict this.
Behind the proposal lies the fact that the Government
rant to the University will only rise by 2.8 per cent next
;ear. Duncan wishes the Association to remain in the
black - this year there were accumulated debts of over
£70,000 - and he believes that it is worth risking
£100,000 of the Association's assets on British Gas shares
despite less than optimistic forecasts in the financial
press. He justifies his proposal by claiming that the
interests of the students he represents outweigh his own
personal reservations about privatisation. In any case he
also feels he is somehow subverting the Government's
intention of establishing a powerful minority of
shareholders by retaining a co-ownership of the shares.
This, however, rather smacks of having your cake and
eating it.
Is it worth compromising your political beliefs for an
amount believed to be in the region of only £2,000£5,000? For it is unlikely that. British Gas shares will
prove to be as great a money-spinner as the TSB ones.
Apart from creating a potentially dangerous precedent
for future Treasurers of "playing the stock markets",
Duncan's proposal demonstrates implicit support for the
Government policies of both privatisation and the
principle of self-supporting student unions.
Still, perhaps David Duncan deserved some sort of
award for making the budget debate the most interesting
part of the AGM, for once. He was duly rewarded on
Tuesday night w~th a slap on the wrists by the Finance
Committee, who rejected his proposal by 7 votes to 3.
This, together with the partial success of the direct
negative to the budget at Monday's AGM, demonstrates
that students are generally against the idea of being sold
something they already own. The way to protest against
privatisation is simply not to buy the shares.

ANC Scholarship support
Dear Editor,
I think it is excellent that an
initiative is underway to establish
a scholarship for black students
from Namibia and South Africa
- by the Dadoo-Naicke r Coordinating Scheme (Opinion,
Thurs ., 20th Nov.). But is it wise
to disclose that potential students
will be ANC or SW APO members? For reasons of security I
hope the organisers will not
advertise the candidate . The simple fact is that Edinburgh University has more than a modicum of
neo-fascists.
Yours fai thfully,
Ian Hawthorne.

Dear Sir,
I am writing to add my support
to the Dadoo-Naicker Scholarship Co-ordinating Group (Student , last week).
.
There was , however, one small
but significant omission from
Shafinr Rahman 's excellent article - that is , a former PresidentGeneral of the ANC , the late Dr
A. B. Xuma, also studied at Edinburgh!
Obviously this place was a
breeding
ground
for
revolution aries!
Yours sincerely,
Dr Lynda Meredith,
Visiting Research,
Political Science.

Richt grammart Scots
l>ear Sir,

boAh. wuz haean ae wee Juik at yer
h nn1e Student magazine , an ah
t Ocht tae masel whit's aa this
engJish daean he;e. Embro iz thi
c~pitul of Scotian , thi university is
~ eolian, saw quwhy thi fat hell iz
liident nae scrievit i Scots. This is
lllair pruif th it em bro university iz
)UIS! a "th
en . m er playpen fur th1.
en g:ish spakan , lood moothit
g ish an ame rican tourists wha
care as muckle for thi culture o
~or nation as they dae aboot thi
arl 's stervan. Ah waant 'Scotlan

taen seriouslins, ah waant ane
attempt tae unnerstaun thi real
tongue on culture o oor countra
an ah waant naebiddie fertan thi
jimmy wi thi wey this letter iz
scrievit.
Gif ye dinna ken whit this letter
iz aboot , than ah suggest ye git yer
ignorant finger oot an stap ruinan
ae wey o life an nation huid.
·
. Matthew Fitt
PS: nae replehs tae this letter will
be consider! as literate , unless
addreesit i richt-grammart Scots.

Student welcomes letters from readers, but in order
for us to publish as many as possible, please keep
them short.\They may be dropped into the Student
collection boxes or our editorial office (see back page
for locations), and must be in by Monday of week of
publication. Please include your address and phone
{number in case we need to contact you (these will not
be printed). Letters published in Student do not
necessarily correspond with the opinion of the
editor-.,
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Light my tyre!
Dear Sir,
I'm writing in response to the
puerile editorial published on
Thursday 20th concerning the
expulsion of the FCS.
An example of its puerile
nature is the way you dismissed
Andrew Hayes' claim that most
Scottish Conservative students
are moderates by asking, "does he
know them all personally?". Your
argument about Conservative student extremism in Scotland may
or may not be well founded, but it
is certainly not helped by such
crass questions. You , patently, do
not know all Scottish Conservative students, yet this did not stop
you "smugly" implying that most
Conservative
students
are
extremists, by heaping scorn on
the notion that they are moderate .

While your editorial degenerated into emotive political diatiibe , you showed your true colours when you called the invitation of the South African Ambassador to speak at a recent Conservative dinner as " provocative".
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Such an invitation is only provocative to mindless intellectual
yobs who think a resolution of
. South Africa's problems requires
more " necklaces". Hearing the
ambassador speak could only
improve the basis for an evalua. tion of the situation, or are you
too entrenched in your ideological
quagmire to appreciate the values
of political discussion with people
who have committed the heinous
crime of disagreeing with you?
Perhaps , if a "necklace " could
fit over your glib and sanctimonious head , then the plight of black
South Africans and the people of
every colour that read your drivelling crap , would indeed be lightened.
Yours sincerely,
Paul A. Taylor.

Alliance bias

Marchmont/Sciennes was the
which found Glasgow University
Dear Sir,
Alliance 's only success in the conto
be
one
of
Labour's
"strongest
Mr Paul Davies' attempt to disstituency. Mayfield/Prestonfield ,
credit my article on the impact of student bases". He referred to the another regional council seat with
student votes in marginal seats fact that Mr Jenkins would have a large student vote which the
was unjustifiable. The informa- increased his majority by 11,000 Alliance had hoped to gain , was in
tion he used was very selective on the basis of the Knowsley fact retained by the Conservatives
and biased in favour of the North by-election result. Yet , with the Alliance in third place. In
Alliance support in Scotland has the constituency as a whole ,
Alliance .
For instance , he referred to the declined from 25% to 15% since Labour gained the largest number
fact that " the Alliance won the 1983 and in the local elections in of votes with the Conservatives a
majority of seats on the Glasgow 1984 and 1985 the Alliance fared close second and the Alliance
University SRC Executive" . But disappointingly in Hillhead. Roy third .
if the Glasgow SRC is anything Jenkins could well retain the seat
My own political allegiances do
like as unrepresentative as its on a personal vote but the smug not lie with the Labour Party , but
Edinburgh counterpart then this . complacency of Mr Davies will do I feel that they , rather than the
information hardly indicates that nothing to ensure that the Alliance, would be the overall
all Glasgow students have been Alliance retain Hillhead.
beneficiaries of a nationwide
miraculously converted to the
As far as Edinburgh South is increase in the student vote.
concerned, Mr Davies' example
Alliance cause. The information I
Yours,
used was based on an NUS poll was an unrepresentative one.
R. R.McLean

Tully Bullies
Dear Sir,
I am writing to complain about
two aspects which were prevalent
in the review of the Hawkwind
concert and which frequentl y
occur in other concert reviews .
1. Student continually sends out
moronic little turds to review
bands which they have never
heard and possibly have even Jess
intention of hearing! Could this be
because the reviewer doesn 't have
to pay for his ticket , and therefore
he/she can get a night out for free?
Or could it be due to the fact that
to get an unbiased report the
paper feels that it should send out
someone who knows fuck-all
about the band?
2. Since the music reviews occur
on the music page, should they
not review music? Not according
to the latest review of Hawkwind .
There was one mention of two
songs containing " hippy , drippy,
sci-fi bullshit", and that was the
totaf musical content of the
review. The remainder involved
Andrew "Tosser" Tulley pondering his perverted mind over the
likelihood of the drummer being
castrated etc.

The line which proves my point
about the reviewer having ·no
interest in the band was where
"Tosser" referred to everyone
else enjoying themselves. I fee l
that the next time any " Zapata
moustaches",
technicoloured
coats" or " hippy spacemen" come
to Edinburgh , refrain from sending the "Tosser" and give me the
ticket instead.
The Master of the Universe,
alias Dixie.
Dear Sir,
Jn writing about Hawkwind
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your reviewer fails to mention an
essential point about their music,
namely its originality. They are
quite-simply one of the most original groups in the rock world and
to consider them (as many do)
under the heading "Heavies" is in
my opinion an error of judgement. To discover theiroriginality
one only has to listen to a sample
of their many albums , for example
In Search · of Space, Quark
Strangeness
and
Charm,
Hawklords and Choose Your
Masques. I don't believe one
would come away from hearing
these without an awareness of the
originality and diversity of their
style. Incidentally, they did not
play Utopia at the Playhouse , they .
played Arrival in Utopia. Al~o I
do not consider myself a hippy
freak at all.
Yours ,
Simon Coates.
PS: I liked the cartoon of D ave
Brock

Libellous
but legal
Dear Sir,
Surely Mr Robert Maxwell 's
decision to press ahead with legal
action agai nst W . H ._ Smith for
distributing "libellous" editions of
Private Eye is absolutely ludicrous?
Is it not time that Cap'n Bob
grew up a nd stopped infringing on
people's rights? He deserves not
only public humiliation for this ,
but also for his niggardly attitude
towards finance before , during
and after the Commonwealth
Games!
Yours,
Ewen Ferguson.
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Chesworth's
honour
Dear Sir,
Certain Alliance students may
stress the importance of honesty
in student politics but when it
comes to real life it appears their
views are somewhat different.
I have never slept with the
girlfriend of the Chairman of
Edinburgh University Liberal
Club and contrary to what Mr
Angus Mcintosh (the President of
Edinburgh
University Soci11l
Democrats) pretends to believe , I
have never claimed to have done
so. Unless a full and immediate
public apology is forthcoming I
shall have no option but to chal·Jenge Mr Mcintosh to a DUEL.
Then , and only then, shall my
honour be satisfied.
Yours faithfully ,
Mark D' Alleno Chesworth.
PS: Mr Mcintosh should contact
my second , David Levy (558
1657) , to establish a time and
place of mutual convenience.
RSVP.

SaucY!
Hoochie Coochie Club

In the current climate,
when every sensitive young
aesthete is overdosing on
pretty fringes, jangly guitars,
and shy celibacy, a group like
Tomato can come .as something of a culture shock.
Comprising a bare-chested sexdwarf type with a great line in
dirty talk; a six-foot dominatrix in
a leather mini-skirt whose main
contri bution was lasciviously feeling the other members ; and an
eccentric keyboards wizard wearing a stetson and fa lse beard ;
Tomato
were
further .__ _ _ _ __._.;.;.._ _.il:......J

THE COMMUNARDS
Playhouse
Enough has been written
about Jimmy Somerville's
voice without my adding to it;
you've all heard it and know
how good it is. I can ha'p pily
report that the live version is
just as good, if not even better.
But there's much more to The
Communards than a misplaced
falsetto. Standing in stark and
pleasing contrast to the electro-

pop of Hronski Beat ·a re imaginative and largely acoustic arrangements, well executed and equally
capable of handling the manic
exuberance of Don't Leave Me
This Way and the elegance of
slower numbers like Reprise. And
then there's Sarah Jane Morris ,
the perfect foil to wee Jimmy feet taller and octaves lower. An
odd couple if ever there was one,
yet they seem to work together so
naturally.

Despite that it was a superb
show and The Communards seem
destined to become huge, certainly if the reaction towards
Jimmy Soverville was anything to
go by. Every wiggle of his bum
was greeted with mass hysteria
and every silence filled with striAs might be expected the high- dent chants of "Jimmy! Jimmy!" .
spots were the singles and the Well , you know what he says
more up-tempo album tracks, a ll about forbidden fruit .
of which had the whole house on
Andy Shearer
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SUZANNE VEGA
Usher Hall

Photo: Louise Mackay
its feet , although the momentum
was hindered by the inclusion of
several slower songs which didn 't
really come off in the huge
Playhouse.

Liverpudlian Dada-ist painter in
Gypsy.

supplemented _by three female
guitarists who resembled the
aliens out of a .particularly lowbudget episode of "Star Trek".
Tomato go in fo r dry ice and horror masks in a big way, no doubt a
precaution against being recognised by the authorities as their
material verges on the criminal. In
fact, most of it seemed to be about
little children. "Come on little
boy, do you want some sweeties?
Come on little giri, do you want to
see some puppies?" was a memor-

The music? Well , I suppose it
would be easy to say they fit comfortably into the North England
Indie-pop THUMP! THUMP!
Appreciation Society! But they do
it so well! The songs career along
THE SHRUBS
just out of control , at times pure
The Onion Cellar
Beefheart, then throw in a gorgeThere's something strange ous geetar riff that the Fire
Engines
would have been proud
growing at the bottom of the
of. One song is a 30-second geetar
garden! It goes TWANG!
instrumental that encapsulates
TWANG! BANG! CRASH!
the whole of Trout Mask Replica!
(pause) BANG! BANG!
A shame that there weren't
The Shrubs, all the way from more people there . But then it
Leeds, to play in front of about a appears that amongst young men
dozen people. But I had a good between the ages of 15 and 24, one
time! Two escapees from the in three will buy this year a Dire
Time Bandits on bass and guitar Straits album! It makes a nuclear
- one on loan from The Creep- winter sound inviting!
Anyway, so as you can 't claim
ers, the other, Angus Young, in
long trousers! The singer looks ignorance , future gigs at the
like Rowan Atkinson impersonat- Onion Cellar include The Meming Ian Curtis singing like David branes on !st Dec., the Jasmine
Minks on the 9th , the TV PerByrne!
sonalities on the 15th , and on the
. "Can we substitute the flashing 22nd the incredibly talented Paslights for unflashing ligh ts? tels. I'll be there, but will Sid?
They' re so distract ing!"
Andrew Tully

!feedback

Despite this , the show(?) genA
diminutive
Suzanne
Feedback doesn't have
erated no rea l excitement. stayi ng
Vega played in front of an
much to offer this week, I'm
true to the origi nal recordings.
Usher Hall full of cadavers. And although her voice amply fil- afraid. Tonight there's We've
Or so it seemed. The only led the vastness. if you closed your Got a Fuzzbox and We're
reactions
induced
were eyes it could have been a record gonna Use It in Coasters. If
uniform claps and hoots after playing with the volume turned you can't stomach all that gireach song and the heckling of up.
lie fun, however , stay in and
The sublime high-point of the
a fellow New Yorker, trying
tune into the new series of
to inform her of his similar hour-and-a-bit set was the first Bilko on BBC 2.
encore, Tom's Diner. which had
heritage. She · wasn ' t impreTon:iorrow's Tube at 5.30 pm on
Ms Vega singing with no
ssed!
instrumentation. During this C4 features The Housemartins
All of her songs subliminally heavenly three minutes all was Alison Moyet, The Huma~
held the attention of the audience deathly quiet, just that wavering, League, Grace Jones and Fe/a
(not difficult with a bunch of stiffs hqu1d voice washing over the Kuti.
On Sunday, Van Morrison is
I hear you sneer) . However: crowd in a continual wave. PreSuzan ne and her four-piece back- tentious , certainly. Awesome , raving on in ThePlayhouse. Monday sees Chris Rea on the same
ing band pl ayed well through both definitely .
old songs (Small Blue Thing etc.)
Finally, came the jaunty Black stage, and on Tuesday and Wedand new ones - like Calypso Widow Station - the closest Ms V nesday UB40 are performing the
written by the literate Ms Vega came to being rousing. Perhaps an· concerts they postponed from
based on Homer's Odyssey, no attempt to ressurrect the audience October in The Playhouse. If you
less!!! Of the rest of her songs in time for them to leave? (GASP' bought tickets in October, they are
some were angstful (Night Moves) SHOCK! HORROR!) It would still valid.
and many, poignant recollections have to be!
Friday night's jazz at the
o(places a nd people-such as the
Alan Muir Queen's Hall is TalFarlow, special
£2 student reduction .

able opening
line.
Esther
Rantzen , where we~e you? Also
Coming Up For Air may sound an
innocent enough song title to you,
but I think a more detailed
description might offend.
All in all a very tacky voyage
into a world of gay sex; S and M,
paedophilia and cheap horror.
Was thai John Murray McLeod I
saw bopping away at the front?
Probably not. . ..
Thomas Lappin
SIXTIES
. INTERNATIONAL
-P-la_y_h_o_u_s_e_ _ _ _ __ _ _
Big 'fat boss m an s pittle
shits in his corner and drib·
hies, slimeball slides across
the floor, waddles shifting
rolls of fat (and money?). Fat
man, fatter cigar, pig eyes
sunk in lard fat! Cash register
brain clicks over, fingers the
wad in his pocket.
"Why should I let you in? You
won 't make me money! "
A whole load of sixties hasbeens, old and balding and frayed
at the edges - a bit like the audience. Plucked from the latter-day
Obscurity of the cabaret circuit, to
'cash in on the nostalgia boom.
Pop music ain't art , just business!
I didn 't get in to see them as the
promoter didn't see a profit in it!
All I can say about the gig was
th at through the doors I heard
somebody say, " Hello, Edin·
burgh! " Well , fuck you!
'
Andrew Tully

ii] feedbac~
WOODENTOPS
COMPETITION

·
ticke~
We have three lovely, love1Y top!
to give away for The Wooden Ail
·gig at Coasters next Thui;;da~;lfef
you have to do to win one is a it
this simple question and Iea~etac;
with your name and a confliel
number, down to the Studento tJel
by 1 pm on Tuesday, oecem
2nd.
What was the name of the
The Woodentops TV series?

dog iO

~
tead chosen to paint an apple? At such times
1

de~ightful ~p son~ .<Shelter- bliss), or dreamy
dnppy slow1es (Dme Storms). Definitely not as
hi_P as The F~ll, but could you read a Stephen
Kmg book with Mark E. Smith ranting in the
background?
Craig McLean
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DEBBIE HARRY: ROCKBIRD
(CRYSALIS)

rHE FALL: BEND SINISTER
BEGGARS BANQUET
here would we be today if Andy Warhol had

~sutter bewilderment, we need something cono te· something we can rely on. And it lies here.
Fall, the biscuit-base in the cheesecake of

lif~end Sinister is undeniably one of 1986's best
LPs. But then, The Fall are a unique phenomen No other band can play one note and call it
"~u~e. This record will grind its way into your
aubconscious; hearing it becomes a necessity.
~pening with the writhing, compulsive Realm of
pusk, Bend Sinis~er, ~ith its joyous disrega~d
for precision, twists its way through chaotic
diversity, not to mention a romp through the
much-loved Mr Pharmacist. This is rock ' n' roll
with a few bits missing. Admirably simplistic,
Bend Sinister sounds like it was recorded in the
toilet, and all the better for it.
The Fall remain as uncompromising as ever.
John Peel reckons that they make more good
records in a year than most bands make in a
lifetime. Bend Sinister proves it. Dead good!
Alun Graves

Side one of the new solo album opens well with
the energetic and catchy I Want You, followed
by the sensuous single release, French Kissin',
and is undoubtedly the better side, with plenty of
pace and rhythm. Side two starts disappointingly, Debbie Harry's voice being barely audible
in You Got Me In Trouble. Fortunately, the very
smooth and pleasant Free To Fall gives her a
chance to show off her full vocal range. Beyond
the Limit reminded me of Howard Jones.
A pretty lightweight album, getting a trifle
repetitive by the end, but it has its moments
nevertheless.
Jane Bowie

SHOP ASSIST ANTS:

SHOP ASSISTANTS(CRYSALIS)
Court in the act ...

BIG AUDIO DYNAMITE:
No. 10 UPPING ST (CBS)
As a strong sympathiser with Morrissey's hatred
of the tedious, meaningless repetition of hip hop,
go go, or whatever you want to call it this week,
I must admit that some of BAD's more
Americanised excesses leave me cold . . No. IO
Upping Street manages to avoid the macho pose,
and provides a few brilliant moments of warmth

I was a worried man. The Shop Assistants' Coasters show last month was hellish, it and subsequent interviews seemed wracked with tension
that did not augur well for the band's future.
Was major status too much too soon and would
the much-delayed album reflect this?
I am now a happy man. I have heard the
album and it is great. It carefully avoids the
montony that can permeate even a good Shop
Assistants gig by simple yet effective variations

:that

<(Jazz
COURTNEY PINE
Daddy Warbuck's

Who said a music critic's
life isn't glamorous? Hobnobbing with the stars. Jetting off to exotic locations to
watch concerts by exceedingly wealthy musicians who
then treat you to a sumptuous
meal in the hope of being
spared the cutting edge of
your acid wit. This week I
slept rough on a floor in Glasgow in an attempt to see
Courtney Pine.

VINYL

and humanity. (I suspect a lot of credit for these
must be given to Joe Strummer's collaboration
with his old songwriting partner.) Two songs in
particular give BAD a greater resonance than
previously. Beyond the Pale is reminiscent of the
international politics of the later Clash, and features a good old-fashioned rockist guitar solo. V
Thirteen is more low key and exploits Jones'
plaintive vocal style over a melody stolen from
the Eastenders' theme. There's plenty more
~orth investigating but it is these two tracks that
hnger longest in the memory and make this LP
something special:
Thomas Lappin

LONE JUSTICE:
SHELTER (GEFFEN)
Ooh yeah, rock it babe. The ubiquitous Jimmy
lovine co-produces yet another Stevie Nicks
al~um. Eh? What do you mean, it's not Stevie
Nicks but it sure as hell sounds like it. Oh well,
Maria McKee does an admirable Stevie Nicks
impersonation and gives an album that perfectly
blends C&W with rock and pop. Okay, so
there's nothing fresh and invigorating here, but
What Lone Justice do best are nice wee tunes, be
.,!hey out-and-out rockers (I Found Love),

especially on the older songs, particularly the
trumpet on Nature Lover. However, it's on the
new material that they really shine, showing far
more subtlety and originality than on their first
two EPs. Train from Kansas City is pure magic
and After Dark isn't far behind. Another victory
for the new pop. Check it out! (That's a wee
joke.)
Andy Shearer

FURNITURE: THE WRONG PEOPLE
(STIFF)
Yes·, yes, yes, yes, yes! Yes this record is really
good. I don't care what anybody says, not if you
all hate it, not even what the NME says; I love
this record, hopelessly and unashamedly.
Seriously, though, this is a good record. Live,
Furniture stiumulate greater atmosphere and
their sound is faultless. The Wrong People has
captured this - Shake Like Judy Says and
Pierre's Fight typify the group. Then there's
Brilliant Mind, what else needs to be said?
By the way, contrary to popular. belief, this
isn't thei.r debut album. A mini-album, When
The Boom Was On (1982/83), and The
Lovemongers full album (1986) make a total of
three new records to add to your collections!
Finlay Wilson

The audience at Daddy Warbuck's seemed evenly divided between the regular jazz muso-types
and your black-clad , card-carrying NME reader, proof if any
were needed that Courtney is
definitely flavour of the month. In
a way , its easy to see why they like
him so much. The man just oozes
style. Dressed sharp enough to
shave with, he hardly even broke
sweat. God knows how .
The overhwelming thing you
remember about him is just how
hard he plays. Right from the start
there's an amazing amount of
energy in his playing. No build up ,
just WHAM. Straight into the first
number. It doesn't soothe over
you, it hits you straight i~ the
chest. And the playing's great.
The album is good, but it just

Photo: Paul Hutton
can 't capture the power and ability that he has. At the moment
two different promoters are trying
to book him for an Edinburgh
concert at the Queen's Hall for
either the 11th or 21st of
December. If he comes, don 't
miss it.
Jimmy Fehan arrived at the
Queen's Hall last Friday with little
in the way of reputation before
him , and he was all the better for
it. An infectious Glaswegian (in
the nicest possible meaning of the
phrase), he bopped away in the
packed bar, switching from sax to
vibraphone with astonishing ease.
I loved him. But then again, play
me two notes on a vibraphone and
I'm anybody's.

James Jazz

WELCOME TO EDINBURGH
WHERE WILL YOU BUY YOUR
BROWN RICE NOW?
REAL FOODS offer the best sel£'\... uon of
natural foods in town. Everything~ » U could
want plus things you've never heard of! Try
some organically grown wine - thirty dif-

ferent varieties expenment with
Japanese foods - largest importer in the
UK - sample vegetarian haggis. enjoy our

own

brand

oatcakes

and wholemeal

shortbreads.

DROP INTO REAL FOODS
27 Broughton St. or 8 Brougham St.
5571911
2281651
Toi/cross
{nr. top Leith Walk)
WE'LL HELP YOU FEEL AT HOME

THE TRAVERSE THEATRE
~~~~~~~~~~~~-

CHRISTMAS WITH THE TRAVERSE
Fantastic entertainment for everyone!
THE TRAVERSE THEATRE COMPANY
presents

THE SILVER SPRIG
a musical midwinter fairytale for all ages
by IAIN SUTHERLAND
Performances at the Traverse Theatre

Nov 28-Dec 21 at 7.30
(Sat & Sun matinees at 2.30 Dec 6 & 7, 13 & 14, 20 & 21 I

LOSING VENICE
John Clifford's award-winning epic masterpiece-the farcical adventure
of a Spanish Duke dispatched on a madcap military mission to recapture
'
Venice from the Turks.
"A treat, a joy, a delight ... it plays like a dream" -THE GUARDIAN.
Performances at the Lyceum Studio, Cambridge Street
Dec 8-23 at 7.30 (Sat matinees at 2.30 Dec 13 & 20)
BOOK NOW!
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EDiNBURGH
031
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IVITHEATRE
F
FILMHOUSE =F=l=-L-M__:·_s_o_c B E D L A M T R A v E R 5 E
Lothian Road
228 2668
TROUBLE IN MIND
27-29 Nov, 6.00, 8.00;
27-28 Nov, 2.30
The story of a young couple
drawn like moths to a flame into
the lazy, bluesy world of criminals
and beats in Seattle. A perfect
romantic melodrama.

FATHER AND SON
ON THE WATERFRONT
Pleasance
28 Nov; 6.45, 8.30
First up is a Hong Kong film about
a father who craves academic
excellence for his son who's more
interested in films. Second is the
Brando classic

NOTRE HISTOIRE
NIGHT MOVES
DECLINE OF THE AMERICAN
George Square Theatre
EMPIRE
30 Nov; 6.45, 8.45
Nov 30-Dec 3, 8.30;
A French sexual comedy in which
Dec3, 2.30
a man is propositioned on a train
When four history lecturers and and attempts to follow the
their females gather for dinner woman. The second is a US film in
they do more than discuss the which Gene Hackman goes
French Revolution; and they do it through hell and high water to find
very openly. Say no more.
a runaway.
HUCKLEBERRY FINN
Nov 29; 2.00
An ideal way to pass a wet and
windy Edinburgh afternoon and
escape from your sub-zero flat. A
musical tale of a young orphan
and his friend Jim.

STATIC
Nov 27-29, 2.45, 6.45, 8.45
Potential cult movie about a
young man, working on an invention that will put the world to
rights, after having been fired
from a crucifix assembly line.
ORION'S BELT
Nov 30; 6.15, 8.15
To round up the Nordic season of
films, a Norwegian movie about
three seafarers who get a rather
less than warm welcome when
they discover a Russian military
station.
A QUESTION OF SILENCE
Dec 3; 6.30, 8.45
Three women, previously strangers, bump off a boutique owner.
However, the initial plea of insanity becomes less obvious as
motives are gradually unveiled.
DEFENCE OF THE REALM
Dec 1-2, 2.30; Dec 1-3, 6. 15
Contemporary political thriller
that unveils Cabinet conspiracy
after a sexpose scandal. Poor old
Jeffrey, back to the books again!
RE-ANIMATOR+ TRANCERS
Dec 1-2, 7.00
More horror from KB where the
intrepid scientists invent a resurrecting serum. Also a Charles
Bond 'Bladerunnerish' sci-fi flick.
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South Clerk Street
667 7331
RUTHLESS' PEOPLE
2.00, 6.00, 8.40
You'll either love it or hate it. From
the makers of 'Airplane', it's a classic coarse, slapstick American
comedy starring Danny de Vito of
'Taxi' lusting over his wife's fortune and getting himself into a
very tricky situation.
EXTREMITIES
1.45, 5.50, 8. 15
Farrah Fawcett majors in this story
of a woman trying to cope with
rape. A serious and emotive
movie. She'll be Lady Macbeth
next week!
BIG TROUBLE IN LITTLE CHINA
2.15, 4.30, 6.40, 9.00
Hunky Kurt Russell chases his
girlfriend's
kidnappers
into
Chinatown and suddenly finds
himself battling in a fantasy world
with wizards and the like. Just
shows you shouldn't drink and
drive.

<:HOOSE ME
BIRDY
George Square Theatre
3 Dec; 6.45, 8.40
'Choose Me' is about a group who
frequent a singles bar in LA and
their various encounter. ' Birdy'
follows two childhood chums
through adolescence to their
experience in Vietnam .
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Home St, Tollcross
228 4141
THE GOOD FATHER
3.00, 5.00, 7.00, 9.00
Anthony Hopkins as a father,
fighting for custody over his son
against his lesbian wife, but who
is haunted by recurring dreams in
which he suffocates the boy with
cling film .
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Lothian Road
229 3030
TOP GUN
2.10, 5.10, 8.1 0
If you haven't seen it yet you've
got at least another showing or
two before the end of term. Buy
bags of popcorn and some Stars
and Stripes undies and enjoy
yourself.
LEGAL EAGLES
2.05, 5.05, 8.05
Robert Redford plays a lawyer
chasing both his client and his
opponents in a court case. At his
age he should get an Oscar! Only
joking Bobby.
RUNNING SCARED
.2.10, 5.10, 8.10
Excellent film in the same style as
'Beverly Hills Cop' but unfortunately minus Eddie Murphy. Good
music too, so well worth seeing.
Be told!

DOMINION
Newbattle Terrace
447 2660
HIGHLANDER
2.15, 5.15, 8.15
Sean "all my hair is on my chest"
Connery meets up with Chris
'Subway' Lambert in New York.
The sound track is by Queen.
TOP GUN
2.30, 5.30, 8.30
Marvel over the missiles, gasp at
the guns as Tom Cruise chases his
aeronautics teacher round in an F14. How romantic! How American!
ROOM WITH A VIEW
2.00, 5.00, 8.00
The everlasting story of a young
girl's "awakening" on a tour of
Europe. Well , it all happens on
Inter Rail you know!

2 Forrest Road
225 9873
TRANSLATIONS
Till 28 Nov; 7.30 pm
Tickets: £2.50, £2 (cone).
£1 (EUTC members)
By Brian Friel. Set in the Gaelicspeaking Donegal village of Bode
Beag in 1833, the play examines
the damage done to native Irish
culture by the machinations of
British colonial bureaucracy in the
shape of a party of Royal
Engineers carrying out the first
Ordnance Survey. Pretty serious
stuff, eh? A political play which
doesn 't preach.
OTHERWISE ENGAGED
3Duc; 1 pm
75p members, £1 .50 not
By Simon Gray
The usual Bedlam lunchtime. Why
don't you go and give it a try?
THE MURDER ROOM
29 Nov; 8 pm
Phone for price details.
By Jack Sharkey, performed by
Frontline Theatre Company. A
mystery farce in three acts.

112 West Bow, Grassmarket
2262633
THE SILVER SPRIG
Nov 28-Dec 21; 7.30 pm
Tickets: full price £3.50, cone £2
By lain Sutherland. A musical midwinter fairy tale for all ages. This
Christmas show takes place in
Partenbree, in the Kingdom of
Strathgushel, and poor King Andy
faces hopeless ruin. (Don't we all!)
Other characters are the evil Sir
Gallus Todlowrie and his henchman, Sharnie Dryboak, who
serve the King of the Wicked
Fairies. Christmas, it seems,
comes at least 60 days a year now!
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Grindlay Street
229 9697
MACBETH
Till 29 Nov; 7.45 pm
From£2.50'
By Sir William "Prince of Playwrights" Shakespeare. Bill's written
quite a few plays, but this is most
definitely one of his best: all about
the over-ambitious Thane of Fife,
but surely you know the story by
now. The tragedy of this production is that some of the acting has
not been greatly applauded by the
critics but then, as we all know by
now, you'll just have to go along
and make up your own minds, as I
am sure you don't pay much
attention to what we say anyway.
And please try not to laugh!
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North High St, Musselburgh
665 2240
THE SHEPHARD BEGUILED
Till 6 Dec; check for times
Tickets: £3.50, £2.00
All I've been told about this play is
that it is a beautiful braid Scots
play-whatever that means.

EXHIBS
TALBOT
GA LL

RICE NATIONAL
E R V LIBRARY

Old College, South Bridge
Mon-Sat 10-5 pm
Till 13 Dec
PRINTS FROM PEACOCK -After
the tasteless jokes last week (or so
we were told) the What's On team
promise to be absolutely serious
in our write-ups. This consists of a
selection
from
Aberdeen's
Peacock Printmakers

George IV Bridge
226 4531
Mon-Fri 9.30-5, Sat 9.30-1
Till 10 Jan
REPATRIATION - OK, I know
you 're sick of the sight of libraries
but this is different - a portrayal
of works recently returned to their
Scottish homeland. Nice to see
them back where they belong.

NATIONAL5 T I
GALLERVG A L
The Mound

L L 5
LER y
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105 High Street
557 1140
Tues-Sat 12-6 pm
Till 10 Jan
THE BRITONS-Colour polaroids
by the American photographer
Neal Slavin. His exhibs are usually
good so go along and have a look
- promises to be interesting.

Mon-Sat 10-5, Sun 2-5
Till 24Dec
An exhibition of prints by the Scottish artists WILLIAM STRANG and
D. Y. CAMERGN.

T H E A T R E

WORKSHOP
34 Hamilton Place
225 7942
3-29 Nov daily (not Sun)
ACTORS, DANCERS & MUSICIANS - Another selection of
photos, this time by Douglas G.
Wright (sounds like somebody
from the Waltons).

NETHERBOW

C>DEON
A standard £1 .50 studentcoiwrate
from Sunday to Thursday.H~-the
cost you £2.60. All cinemasartiriokin

2e2a~O·fo~f

in
The only exception isthelate~sho 1
only non-smoking partofthe lncid
shut on Sundays.

FILIVIHO E
Matinees cost 50p; early eve;lows (S
£1.20. These t ickets are only~30mi/
ma nee starts. No concession, for ma)·
you can book these in adva~.20. N
cinemas.

FILIVISO
Members get in free to all
can be purchased in advan
week and from the Postg1id
Place, at the w eekend. Mem

BE DLA
All tickets for lunchtime prod clud
your consumption. Membe e Bed
allows reductions on all tickldlam C
are held every Monday at~ in tti
interested in any aspectoflllisalwa

TRAVERE
Exclusive offer this year f1111bership
whi ch allows many benefit1ncludE
Sunday performance; £2for !stand
before performance; freee raverse
theatre clubs in Britain.

LVCEUN.

They offer a plastic card coslwhich
two tickets at con cessionarl l l off
mance). Check at box office ! 5·

ESCA ...

Edinburgh Student Chanueslaare in
(225 4061 ). Pop into ouro~e or
1 to 2 pm on Tuesday for an lunch

I"
SNC>
·~rt
Students are welcomed 1"uttai: ~a

Orchestra concerts at thefoft' : ic~
available from 7 pm each ning.

CAIVIE0

0
Afternoon shows cost £l.20 9 perf
pm) are £2.70.

43 High Street

556 9579
From 25 Nov
JANINE ROLLAND and drawings.

paintings

BAASS~I~
&
I

~STA\J~ANT

7 OLD FISHMARK ET CLOSE
ED I NBURGH

TF.L: 03 1-225 54211

seeii""~ave

't
V
Excuse me, you haven~

UNIVENTS MU
THUR 27 NOV SAT

E

rly bows (Sunday-Friday) cost
only 30minutes before perforform ain evening films but
adv .20. Non-smoking in both

ces. Guest tickets (£1 .25)
Union Shop during the
ts' Union, 24 Buccleuch
on sale at all shows.

ar

. rship: £4 for four years,
include a free ticket to any
Istandby ticket 1O minutes
verse Bar and many other

are in 17/19 Guthrie Street
e or come down around
lunchtime gathering.

ITALIAN AND SPANISH SOCS
11th Floor, DHT
1 pm
Last lunches of the term
KB LUNCHTIME TALK
6th Level Common Room
1.10pm
" Ecology of Ourselves"
FILSOCAGM
DHT Faculty Room South
7pm
ARCHAEOLOGY SOC
19 George Square
7.15pm
"The Aegean and Cyprus at the
end of the Bronze Age",
FRIENDS OF THE EARTH
Teviot Room at the Pleasance
7.30 pm
An animal rights group man talking on the fur trade.
BAHA'I SOCIETY
St Leonard's, Pollock
7.30pm
A Baha'i slide-show
SCOTIISH HISTORY SOC
DHTRmB13
7.30 pm
Robbie Burns under the microscope of Dr Ronnie Jack.
WOMEN 'S GROUP
Sommerville Room
at the Pleasance
7.30 pm
"Women and the Unions" , discussed by Janet Siltanen,
ROCK DISCO
Chambers St Union
8pm

FRI 28 NOV
ECONOMICS SOC
Under the Dome in Potterrow
10am
A Scottish and Newcastle Breweries visit. Promise of free booze
if you're not quelling a hangover.
EUSA ANTI-LOANS LAUNCH
Teviot Debating Hall
1pm
The " Supporting Our Students"
campaign starts here - worth
seeing what they're putting forward : it's the most direct channel
they're using to reach Central
Government.
POLITICS SOCIETY
DHT Faculty Room North
1 pm
David Goodman of Newcastle
University debating what form
political change will come about
in
China:
"Adjustment
or
Reform?"
EU SURVIVAL INTERNATIONAL
DHT Faculty Room South
6.30 pm
FOE member Mairi McArthur
speaking
ESCA BEER'N'TEERING RACE
Ref Bar at Pollock
6.30 pm
Pick up a group of five to crawl
around 15 pubs
DANCE FOR A GRANT.
Teviot Row Union
8-2am
Take the Mega Disco by storm in
the final event of "Action for a
Grant" Week.
CLUB KASUMO
Potterrow
8-2am
8.30-9.30 Happy Hour
CELLAR BAR DISCO
Chambers Street Union
8-1 am

SAT

29

NOV

BEDLAM AUDITION
Teviot Row Music Room
2.30pm
Have a go for the mainterm in the
spring : " Over the Bridge "
GREEN BAZAAR
Assembly Rooms
11 am-4 pm
The big Green Meet of the
Autumn : all the environmental
groups will be at George Street

29
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SUPERTROG DISCO
Chambers St Union ·
8pm

SUN 30 NOV
METH SOC
Nicholson Sq Church
8pm
Ian Mclean speaking on his work
with ex-prisoners.
HAPPY HOUR
Teviot Row Union
8-9pm

MON 1 DEC
MODERN DANCE SOCIETY:
BALLET CLASS
Chambers St Ballroom
7-8pm
One of your last chances this
term -well worth taking even at
£1.50.

GEORGE BENSON
Playhouse
6.45 pm ; SOLD OUT
9.45 pm; SOLD OUT
WE'VE GOT A FUZZBOX AND
WE'RE GOING TO USE IT
Coasters
Fresh, lively and young band with
a very long name. Unpredictable
live, but worth going to find out.
THE CHARGE
Preservation Hall
9 pm; Free
CONCERT
Reid Hall
1.10 pm; Free
Edinburgh students display their
musical talents to the public.

SNO
Usher Hall
7.30 pm) £2-£8.80
Music from Mozart, Liszt and Bartek.

ESCA GENERAL MEETING
Chambers St Union
7.30 pm
Plans for yet more bizarre happenings : Abseiling Santas and a
BR Record Attempt

TALFARROW
Queen 's Hall
10 pm; £2
Highly recommended jazz (I had to
say that!).

TUES 2 DEC
MODERN DANCE SOCIETY
Chambers St Ballroom
CONTEMPORARY CLASS
6.15-7.15 pm
MODERN CLASS
Beginners: 7.30-8.30 pm
Non-Beginners: 8.30-9.30 pm
Second last chance . .. £1 .50 as
ever.

WED 3 DEC.
BAHA'I SOCIETY
Adam Ferguson Building
1 pm
And this is every Wednesday for
a bread and cheese lunch.
WOMEN AND FEMINISM
GROUP
Large Seminar Room,
Politics Dept
lpm
Every week from now on, no less.
MIDWEEK SERVICE
Chaplaincy Centre
1.10pm
"Reuben the Politician" :
thoughts from Rev . John Clarke.

VAN MORRISON
Playhouse
7.30 pm; £7.50
Mystic Celtic soul from Van the
man.
EDINBURGH HOSPITALS
BROADCASTING SERVICE
CHARITY CONCERT
Queen 's Hall
7.30 pm ; £1 .50 from EHBS or
UHBO
In case you hadn't guessed it's in
aid of EHBS hospital radio and
they're
playing
Barbar the
Elephant.

FRI 28 NOV MON 1 DEC

STUDENT POETRY READING
Chambers St, Library Bar
7.30 pm
Bring along you r own masterpieces

LABOUR CLUB
Chaplaincy Centre, Room 2
5.30 pm
The sole female prospective Parliamentary candidate speaking to
the EULC today : Maria Fyfe.

30 NOV
TAM WHITE AND THE DEXTERS
Preservation Hall
9.30 pm; Free
Ten-piece raunchy rhythm 'n'
blues band with tours and radio
sessions behind them.

SAT

29

NOV

BLUE FINGER
Preservation Hall
9.30 pm; Free
Can't say I've ever heard of them!
BOBBIN' JOHN
Chambers Street
9 pm ; Free
Sing a little song for me!

sea
Queen's Hall
7.45 pm ; £2 at door
The Scottish Chamber Orchestra
perform
music by
Mozart,
Stravinsky, lbert and Weber.
EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY
MUSICAL SOCIETY ORCHESTRA
Reid Concert Hall
7.30 pm; Free
Walton, Rachmaninov and Shostakovich .

CRY
Preservation Hall
9 pm ; Free
To be confirmed
CHRIS REA
Playhouse
7.30 pm; SOLD OUT

TUES 2 DEC
RADIO MAX
Preservation Hall
9 pm; Free
To be confirmed
UB40
Playhouse
7.30 pm ; £7, £6
Back from their tour of Russia. If
you bought tickets for their
October concert, they're still valid.
EDINBURGH QUARTET
Reid Concert Hall
1.10pm; Free
Music by Borodin and John
Mcleod.

WED 3 DEC
CHARLIE McNAIR'S JAZ2. BAND
Preservation Hall
9pm; Free
Trad/Swing band.
UB40
Playhouse
7.30 pm ; £7, £6
See Tuesday 2nd December

filmsoc ...
INVITES ALL MEMBERS TO ITS

STUDENT CHRISTIAN
MOVEMENT
Chaplaincy Centre
7.30 pm
The AGM for the SCM.
LAGS
Cheviot Room at the Pleasance
Bpm
Gav and lesbian literature discussed by a member from Lavender
Menace.
GREEN BANANA CLUB
Potterrow
Bpm

WHAT'S ON S rAFF
FILM
THEATRE
EXHIBITIONS
UNIVENTS
MUSIC

Fran Hughes
Sally Greig
Lorna Henderson
Sandra Catto
Hugo Fenwick
Ralph Hasselgren

0

IN THE DAVID HUME TOWER
FACULTY ROOM SOUTH ON
THURSDAY2TihNOVEMBER
AT ?pm. WINE WILL BE SERVED
Come and have ·your say and get involved
in Britain's biggest student society

Unsung heroes of printmaking
CAMERON AND STRANG
National Gallery;
until 24th December
The past decade has seen a welcome reawakening of interest on
the part of the art world in
unjustly neglected artists of the
last hundred years or so. Among
the artists to be given such attention have been William Strang
(1859-1921), with a major touring
exhibition in 1981 , and to a lesser
extent , his contemporary and fellow Scot, David Young Cameron
(1865-1946). Now the Scottish
National Gallery is devoting an
exhibition to the printed output of
these artists, who were at the
forefront of the printmaking revival at the turn of the century, both
dedicated to expressing themselves through this colouristically
restricted, demanding medium
which once mastered gives ample
recompense for the effort , as is
shown in this exhibition.
Each man is represented here
by the type of subject matter he
excelled in - portraiture in the
case of Strang, landscape in the

traits of his sitte rs in realist fash.
ion. In order to be able to engrave

EXHIBS
case of Cameron.
Cameron travelled widely during his lifetime, the results of
which were landscapes of many
different countries, but it can be
argued that they never show the
degree of sensitivity, understanding of subject and inspiration as
do his Scottish landscapes, of
which this exhibition is comprised. Here, the linear organisation which printing involves, the
emphasis of mass and other technical effects, are clearly Jess
exploited as ends in themselves,
but rather used · as a means
towards the creation of meaningful images. His etchings combined
with dry paint have a rich, velvety
modulation of tone, a massing of
lights and darks in works such as
"Ben Lomond" which belie the
nature of this technique , in the
same way as Rembrandt did. The
texture of scrub and rock is conveyed with absolute skill , while
thick, almost impressionistic lines

"Portrait of Dr Hans Richter 1912" in the foreground give a sense of
perspective. Thus , along with the
use of duskily tinted paper he
creates a strong sense of light and
atmosphere without recourse to
· colour. The Scottish landscape is
softened and evocative. However, in the best of his works he
does not fall into the trap of the
picturesque. In " Ben Ledi" a

William Strang.
sense of the severity and threatenmg nature of the countryside ts
retatned.
William Strang was trained at
the Slade School in the Realist
tradition , thanks to his teacher ,
Legros, who also sparked off his
interest in printing. He dedicated
his interests to the depiction of the
basic physical and psychological

spontaneously in fro nt of his sub.
jects to further his aim , he
invented a bunn or e ngravin
chisel which was pulled rathe~
than pushed across t he meta\
plate. As a result his portrait
engravings have an immediacy
unprecede nted in the medium
a nd this is made even more stun:
ning by hi s superb draughtsman.
ship and clarity o f style. The por.
traits in this exhibition are all of
inte llectuals and artists who were
friends of Strang, and perhaps this
contributes to the vivid impres.
sion of pe rsonality they convey.
Stran~ is content to give a sketchy
descnptton of the subject's
clothes and surroundings while
paying great atte ntion to their
faces , to almost photographic
effect , a dramatic juxtaposition.
The exhibtion is a ti mely tribute
to Strang and Cameron, who
made significant contributions to
the art of printing through their
innovations , but we re never the
less ignored until recently.
Assunta Del Priore

--~~~~~~~~~~--~~--~--~~~~~~~----

C' est Jolie!
France"' competition.

PRIX AIR FRANCE
French Institute ;
until 19 December
As photographic exhibitions go
this is one of the most disjointed I
have ever seen: on show is the
work of 20 you ng French photographers alongside that of 20
people (rom ten other countries.
Each photographer had ten days
to take five photographs of 11 different cities - that is, the ?O

The decision to exhibit the best
photo of each entrant rather than
the 80 best images produces a fair
amount of mediocre photography. This sea of diversity did
have one advantage: apart from
covering the magnolia walls of the
French Institute, the really good
photographs stood out: ravishing
images of Mont St Michel and the
Parthenon; two Irish lads in a
lorry; a portrait of an Hungarian

EU MADRIGAL GROUP

Paik solo

St Cecila's Hall; 23rd November
The
University
Madrigal
Group , under the new direction of
Michael Tilmouth, presented a
programme of 17th century music
I
in the intimate 18th century
atmosphere of St Cecilia's Hall
last Sunday evening. The concert SNO/CA VDARSKI
opened with the Court Ode Do Usher Hall ; 21st November
Not Repine Fair Sun by Orlando
Too often concert programGibbons . Orlando was organist at
the English Chapel Royal and in ming seems at best unsuitable and
1617 he and his choir were ship- at worst arbitrary and ill-conped north to Edinburgh to pro- ceived. Friday night's concert ,
vide a suitably decorous musical presented as part of the Liszt
welcome for James Vi's return centenary celebration , coupled
visit to the land of his birth. The his second piano concerto with
choir gave a disciplined yet lively Bartok's Concerto for Orchestra,
performance which was some- adding Mozart 's Linz Symphony
what spoiled by the passionless at the beginning. Given the perfunctory performance which the
'5tring accompaniment.
. A major portion of the concert symphony received and the Jack
was not given over to madrigals at of coherence arising from its
all but to several harpsichord inclusion , it can only be assumed
pieces played by Leon Coates. th at it was added as a "time filler ".
Two of these were by Henry Pur- This beautiful work deserves
cell, Suite No. 5 and Trumpet more than this secondary role .
Tune , called the Cibell , one was
In the Liszt concerto , Korean
by Gibbons, Pavan and Gaillard soloist Kun Woo Paik showed the
for the Earl of Salisbury, and the work to be more than a virtuoso
other was three anonymous showpiece. Playing with total
dances . All these pieces are in a technical assurance in the bravura
very formal and mannered style passages, he was also equally at
and were approached in a way
that emphasised these features.
The first half concluded with a
collection of English madrigals. Queen 's Hall; 20th November
All five songs were interpreted
This was a programme of Rusand performed well. Two of the sian composers Prokofiev ,
best were both based on the same including " Peter and the Wo lf",
pastoral tale: Pilkington 's exuber- Tchaikovsky and Arensky . The
ant Amynas with his Phyllis fair , main attraction was the appearand Fammer's Fair Phylis (she ance of Paul Tortellier , and it was
was clearly a popular lass!) with its probably entirely due to his precomically rhythmic juxtaposition sence that the concert was sold
of the lines " Up and Down" and out. He is a very gracious man ,
"'they fell a kissing"".
both in his person and in his playing. There was an opportunity to
The concluding piece was Pur- witness both of these in tonight 's
cetrs Ode for St Cecilia's Day: concert as he not only played the
Welcome all the Pleasures. solo in Tchaikovsky's "Variations
Michael Tilmouth's direction on a Rococo Theme for cello and
seemed to Jack any real feeling for orchestra" , but also narrated
the music. Of the soloists the alto , "Peter and the Wolf' .
Jo Lamming, was extremely hesitThe Rococo Variations were
ant, and indeed her voice seemed not played as a period pastiche~ by
to Jack the range necessary for this not taking the music as pretentipiece, in contrast to the fine per· ous, but merely at face value.
formance by tenor Martin This, together with Paul TortelEastwood. The string accompani- lier's grace and charm, led to an
ment was far from faultless, and exciting piece, not due to any false
whilst the choir were slightly bet· dramatics, but to the sheer
ter on a technical level they too enthusiasm of the orchestra and,
failed to communicate any real in particular, the soloist.
enthusiasm for what should be a
Arensky's most famous piece,
joyful work.
the Variation on a theme by
Scott C. Styles Tchaikovsky for string orchestra,

CLASSICAL

sco

foreigners took photos of Paris; sitting against a background of
and the 20 French divided up antlers; a shot of a street in Korea
equally between the ten other taken through a rattan screen.
countries-get it? To make it just
If you are not a photography
a little more confusing not all the buff or a de\lotee of "Next"
photographs are on display. catalogues and travel magazines
Therefore the exhibition consists - then this exhibition is not for
of one or two images from each of you.
the 40 participants in the "Prix Air
Fly Freeman

home in the more thoughtful passages, evoking the drea m-l ike
roma ntic mood with his beautiful
phrasing. In the second Liszt
piece , the Piano T ranscription on
the Waltz from G ounod 's Faust,
even the able advocacy of Mr Paik
and the deni al of parody in the
programme notes were unable to
rescue this piece from its status as
a mere vehicle fo r pianistic vir·
tuosity .
Ultimate ly,
however,
the
centenary celebratio ns were overshadowed by an exciting performa nce of a genuine masterpiese
of Liszt's 20th century compat·
riot , Barto k, his Concerto for
Orchestra. U nder the now more
decisive direction o f Vanco Cav·
darski , the orchestra showed just
how many talented young princi·
pa ls it possesses . Equally admira·
ble was th e full- toned richness
drawn from the strings in the
Elegi a. It seemed apparent how
the limited re hea rsal time was
appo rtioned for this rather over·
progra mmed conce rt.
.
Colin Moodte
fo llowed the Tchaikovsky. The
the me in this is not actually by
him ; it is a child "s sacred song.
In Pete r a nd the Wolf, Paul
To rte lli er was an animated and
amusing na rrato r, not losing signt
of th e childre n fo r whom it was

Tortelier -

grac~nd

charm·

om·

intended. The orchestra ~heir
plernented this by portraying b'rd
characters successfully; the :ne
was swooping and fluttenng, vel·
duck insistent, and the' cat
vety, if a little elephanti~e. oe~
1
Katee Ac

,,,
STUDENT Thursday 27th November
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A language lost Obscene?
JIM DAVIDSON

ORAMA
tiANSLATIONS
Bedlam; until 28th Nov
As the play opens, a dumb girl
is trying to speak. With great
effort she eventually stammers
out the words, "My name is
Sarah", but the attempt (vividly
portrayed by Lisa Gornick) is
painful to watch . Without language to express and identify herself, she has no power or dignity.
The play examines what happens
when a whole culture is reduced to
this state.
Brian Friel sets his play in
Coun ty Donegal in 1883 , where
the British Army are mapping the
country and changing the place
names from Irish to English.
Perhaps it does not matter.
Nobody remembers the etymology of the Irish names and, if they
want to get on socially or commercially, they should learn English
anyway. But the language is a valuable part of Irish culture. "A rich
language , a rich literature . .. it is
our response to mud cabins and a
diet of potatoes." The play ends
with a clear sense of loss, and
reference to the fall of Carthage
emphasises the actual imperialism
beneath the cultural imperialism.
The map is being compiled, after
all , for taxation purposes.
The language debate, although
crucial to the play, rarely comes to
the surface. Instead the plot
focuses on the relationship bet-

"A rich language •.. it is our response to mud cabins and a diet of
potatoes."
Photo: Oliver Lim
ween an Irish girl and English sol- Parsons' crude and exuberant perdier. .But plot is the wrong word. formance as Doally , the cast did
Nothmg much happens in the first not really engage the audience.
half. In the second, the narrative B.ut the arrival of the English soltakes off, involving the audience diers managed to inject more
in the action. Will the soldier be humour into the play. Will Brook,
found ? Will the village be flat- in particular, gave a calm and
tened? But, having raised these brave performance as the romanquestions , Friel cannot be tic but naive young officer. The
bothered to answer them. Like an final scene was played very
impatient landlord he calls "time" slowly, forcing the audience to
understand the sense of loss, that
and the play ends abruptly.
the old schoolmaster feels.
Since the play lacks explicit
intellectual debate and narrative
excitement, any production must
keep the audience involved by
makmg the characters sufficiently
engaging, as this production generally does. The opening score
presents the JOV1a1 atmospnere ot
a hedge-school but, despite Ross

The play is set inside a hedgeschool (a converted barn) which
has been excellently constructed
on the Bedlam stage. The costumes are realistic, too , and
together they give a solid and
authentic feel to the production .
Andrew Sparrow

NIGHf'lllOEll
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King's Theatre ; 23rd November
From winning "New Faces" in
1976, Jim Davidson's career as
comedian and clubman has snowballed down the precarious slope
of show business, ever-growing in
success and recognition, to his own
television special from the Falklands last Christmas. Now at the
pinnacle of his career, Jim's talent
for evoking tears of mirth from his
wooed audience's eyes was
demonstrated on Sunday at the
'King's Theatre in Edinburgh.
Accompanied by an unheard of,
though almost equally amusing,
supporting act, Jim Davidson
began his show by mock-insulting
latecomers with such remarks as:
"You wouldn't like it if I came late
to your house while you were performing"; and to a grey-haired
gentleman: "You can tell he
doesn't use Grecian 2000"; bringing the audience into ~ts of hys-

MAKE THEM EAT COAL
Bedlam ; 19th November
Well , there was I expecting the
audience to be full of earnest
young men with No . 2 haircuts
and corduroy caps and everyone
was called Justin. Ah , how soon
they forget.
Once they would have adored
the class war dialogue, once they
would have relished the opportunity to shout "Maggie, Maggie,
Maggie OUT OUT OUT" like a
real miner but strikes end and, for
most of us, life goes on.
If "Make Them Eat Coal" had
been perforriied at the height of
the miners' strike then it would
have la ed to an adorin audi-

terics. Having thus warmed the
audience up in a mere matter of
minutes, Jim was invincible in perpetuating the mood of the evening
in his renowned fashion of sexist
and racist jokes. From tales explaining why Pakistanis are forbidden to form football teams -since
they would only build shops on the
corners - to stories about an
"Angus McDonald" who was so
called because he kept two quarter-pounders under his kilt - the
range of topics was unbelievable.
Aiming at wooing his Scottish
viewers he touched on numerous
Edinburgh-related topics, including the interpretation of AIDS the "Arse Infected Death Sentence".
On several occasions, though,
the humour bordered on the
obscene and unrepeatable (in
polite society anyway!) and regular taunts wece made that any
prudes in the audience should
make an exit.
Kate Bankart
ence, but the point is that the
strike ended a year ago. Things
that could have been said in those
heated days sound hollow and sad
now and much of "Make Them
Eat Coal" was timeless in the
wol'St sense of the word. All its
themes , that the strike was a class
struggle, that it divided families
that the police were brutal and
organised , were amply covered
then, and after a year an audience
expects more than simply a
rehashed polemic.
In that respect "Make Them
Eat Coal" failed them - it was I
am afraid , the same old sto~y
sounding sadder and more desperate in the retelling.
David Stenhouse

Travel to London on the Nightrider train overnight from
Scotland and relax in air-conditioned comfort Enjoy a
drink and a snack on the journey as you sit back in your
First Class reserved seat. From just £19.
Ask for a leaflet giving full details from British Rail stations
or rail appointed travel agents.

Peep at Powell
Michael Powell is probably one of Britain's most distinguished
directors. Last Thursday he talked to us about his life, his
films, and his much-acclaimed autobiography, A Lile in
Films.

numbers , shot in a matter of
weeks and churned out as supporting films. Many are now
believed Jost. Powell made 23
such films before the turning-

At 81, Michael Powell is as old
as cinema itself. At the end of the
first volume or his autobiography,
A Life in Mof'ies, he is 43. Some
half a mllion words long, it's the
kind or book you need to take to
bed for three days. The author is a
formidable person to meet; frail
but with the sharpest memory of
all he's done.
• Yet, many readers will never
even have heard of him . Probably
because he never worked in
America unlike Hitchcock,
Powell turned down a $1 million
contract with MGM after the war
("We preferred the English
weather"). He hasn't made a film
in my lifetime ; to many he was
" killed off' for being too indepen- ·
dent. Peeping Tom, his last fullscale feature film to date, was met
in 1960 by a vitriolic press wit h
allegations of "sickness" and
" perversion". In it a shy
psychopath combines his work at
a' film studio with his darker
desires of filming the mortal fear
of his victims. This connection
between " normal" and "secret"
cinema was a perennial theme
that Powell explored; before the
screen we are all Peeping Toms,
voyeurs .
In 1921 ,aged 16,PowellsawD.
W. Griffiths' Birth of a Nation and
in the saeme year picked up his
first movie magazine. The Picturegoer.
" I was a film-buff. There was a
great camaraderie about the
crews ; very little class distinction
and everyone working towards
the same ends . The whole thing
was held together by the performance of the sta r and the direction. I was thrilled and knew that I
should be a director. Ten years
later I made my first film."

"Like all directors, I needed a
writer. To work with a natural
writer, a dramatist whose every
thought is to ~ reate suspense and
surprise ; this is essential in making a film. You have to sneak up
on the audience and hammer then
when they're not looking. I was
enormously impressed by his clear
mind , his natural talent; to all
young film-makers I'd say again
and again - a story is just nothing
unless you give it shape. A writer
is just as important to a film as a
director. In the case of a thriller ,
sometimes more important. "

"You have to sneak up on the audience and hammer them when they're
not looking - Michael Powell speaks.
His apprenticeship started at point of 1937 when he escaped the
the Victorine Studios in France studios to the island of Foula, off
under the great American silen t the Shetland Isles, to shoot Edge
jirector Rex Ingram. Hired as a oftheWorldinabidforwiderrecstills photographer, he was tire· ognition.:
less in the mastering of his new
" Rather like losing your virginpassion and , thankful for his lucky ity. It was the kind of film which
breaks, would spend hours in the I'd always wanted to make. I was
able to get away from the financutting room.
" 1 was taught order and method ciers to an inaccessible island. All
and accuracy . Above all I was film-makers have this dream of
taught how to look at a film and j.Jeing left alone . I'd been trying
love it."
for five years. "
Witli the coming of sound , the
The success of Edge of the
pendulum swung to Ho llywood as World. recalling the evacuation of
Powell returned to London, to St Kilda in 1930, brought Powell
him "a foreign city", and became to the studios of Alexander Korda
Hitchcock's
assistant
on at
Denham,
and
Emeric
Blackmail, the first British talkie. Pressburger, a refugee from Nazi
The "q uota-quickies" marked the Germany , who had arrived in Brifinal stage of Powell's appren- tain in 1935. From The Spy in
ticeship. These were low-budget Black in 1939 to Ill Met By Moon-

you do - buy a bar?"
The two se t themselves the task
of corneri ng Gonazales. the selfABC
Dir: David Foster/Lawrence Hyam styled "Spanish Mafia Godfather'', and start wearing bulletAfter half an hour you realise proof jackets - the height of
you've been subjected to non-stop wimpiness in Chicago, where real
snappy dialogue, but you 're still in
the mood for more.
This movie is in the comcdythriller mould, featuring a Starsky
and Hutch double act. Gregory
Hines and the white one. Bill y
C rystal, of "Soap" fame, pl ay two
detectives in Chicago, that
toddlin' town, which, by all
accounts, is every bit the Mean
City the film makes it o ut to be.
The pair use underhand met hods
to make arrests a nd have such a
line in patter that they ca n make
gun-wie lding muggers turn and
run: " Yo u can take our notes. but
not Ol! r guns ... "This.38 can make
a bigger hole than your .22. ··
"Don't tell me shirnk-to-fits
While chasing a drugs baron.
look cool! "
Julio Gonzales. the partners cause
undercover cops to blow thei r men take bulle.ts in the chest and
assumed ide ntiti es in the drugs
keep it to themselves. "The worst
gang in order to save the pair's thing a cop can be is too careful.
lives. Their boss invites them to
because careful gets you killed. "
take a vacation, then tells them to,
Via plenty of action. I'll leave
after they refuse. They go to Key
you to figure out whether Danny
West in Florida and spend some
and Ray get Gonzales, whether
time watching the sun set, drink- Danny succeeds in his romantic
ing cocktails and cavorti ng with
interlude , and whether they all
orgasmically beautiful blondes. It retire to Florida. T he important
made me sick ! I want to go'. The
thing is the consistently witty way
pair decide that 16 yea rs in the
they do it all . The music soundforce is eno ugh and they set their track is powerful , even making
hearts o n early retirement and on
Michael McDonald sound good.
buying a bar in Florida. They This is ente rtainment at its best.
return to Chicago and their boss is
unimpressed on hearing their
plans to retire: " What else could
Gordon Macintosh

RUNNING SCARED

light in 1956 there flourish~d one
of the greatest collaborations m
cinema history :
"The Archers: Written , produced and directed by Michael Powell and Emeric
Pressburger. "
They became the nucleus of the
British film industry.

LABYRINTH
ODEON

Dir: Jim Henson
You can tell it's Christmas soon.
It's that time when American producers try to sneak in a terrible
film, whilst everyone's too wellmeaning to notice.
In Labyrinth , - Jim He nson ,
creator of The Muppets a nd The
Dark Crystal, trots o ut the old
yuletide favou rite of Judy Garland skippin g down the Yellow
Brick Road.
In the handout Henson contends it is a film, on a deep level,
"about a person changing from
being a child to a woman" - he
could have foo led me. Basically
it's the tale of Sarah (Jennifer
Connelly - "chosen o ut of literary hundreds to play the part")
who. one night looses her infa nt
brother to Jareth (Bowie), the King,
of the Goblins.
So intrepid Sarah
has to go through a labyrinth to try
and retrieve him. Along the way
she meets her three helpers , Hoggle. a gi:iome-like man with bushy
eyebrows , Ludo, a King-Kongsized orang-utang with large
teeth, and a Basil Brush type foxterrier.
Together they manage to
reach dastardly Jareth 's castle,
skilfully missing obstacles such as
"The Bog of the Eternal Stench",

World War Two necessitated a
propaganda film for the War
Ministry, The Lion Has Wings in
addition to The Spy in Black,
Contraband, One of Our Aircraft
is Missing and The Life and Death
of Colonel Blimp.
"The idea of ' Blimp' came from
a scene in One of Our Aircraft . . .
which we eventually left out. In it ,
the old rear-gunner tells the
young pilot that he'll be just as
much an old bastard when he's old
and that he was just as much an
insolent young bastard as he is
when he was young. Emeric took
that scene and we decided to
make a whole film from it. "
The gulf between the old and
the young is a theme of the sentimental epic Blimp , which also
evokes a very British idealism ,
albeit a muddled one, which was
characteristic of many of Powell 's
films . Some tended to be oversentimentalised with more than

where Sarah says a few wo rds of
hocus pocus to David Bowie
(which she almost forgets , adding
to the knife-edge tension) who
blows up . Happy ever after!
What makes this so tedious is
that there is very little that is at all
amusing or even fa intly endearing. This is surprising since Terry
Jones (ex-Monty Pytho n) wrote
the script. It is also a very predictable film, even for the smallest
child. After a while you don't

just a dash of high Tory values.
Opposition to Blimp came
directly from Churchill , who tried
to suppress it , because he considered the portrayal of the hero as
a gallant o ld duffer in an age of a
new army as " detrime nta l to the
morale of the army" etc .
After the war came, among
others, the brilliant A Matter of
Life and Death, Black Narcissus
and The Red Shoes:
"In my films , images a re everything; words are used like music to
distil emotion. The ballet sequence in The Red Shoes, th e whole
of The Tales of Hoffm an , the
defusing of the bomb in The Small
Back Room , the movement of
ships at sea in the Graf Spee film,
the whole of Edge of the World,
more than half of Black Narcissus,'
the trial in A Matter of Life and
Death , are essenti ally silent
films. "

Th e Red Shoes, the Archers'
most successful film , is a mesmerising collabo ration between
dance , music and fi lm ; a proof of
Powell's claim that the essential
unity of art can best be realised in
cinema :
" My book is abo ut art; my chosen art . The mo tto of it is 'A ll art
is one' . Unfortunately , on The
Red Shoes, the d istributors
thought it was an art film and
therefore wouldn 't make any
money. It was as cold as that.
That's what happens in movies,
even with directo rs like Scorcese
today . They do n't want to see any·
thing new. They want a repeat of
something they knew was successful th en .''

Anthony Ha rwood

really care what ha ppens as long
as the credits roll up pretty soon.
But with all that said the puppets a nd the stage sets are superb .
However, contrast this with a bad
storyline and some truly awful
songs by Bowie, it does not pro·
duce a recommendation. It is
more a vehicle for Jim H enson 's
puppet wizardry than a gripping
piece of cinema for children .

Mark White

Applications are invited for
the post of

Student Manager
to be responsible for the promotion, circulation
and distribution of the paper; the gaining
of advertising; and the general
financial position of Student.

Applications should be addressed to
The Convener, EUSPB, 48 Pleasance,
by 28th November 1986.

Mad .about the Girl
Madonna is the biggest-ever female pop star. Keith
Cameron looks at how and then asks why.
for me, it all began in June
1984. Summer hol~days and I'm_ at
home in Dullsv1lle, otherwise
known as Fort William . It 's raining. It usually is .in DullsviHe, a
place where nothing m particular
ever happens a nd if something
does you 're too comatose to care.
A Thursday and the rain comes
down , constantly; not spectacular
or interesting, just . . . rain .
Another boring Thursday. Watch
Top of the Pops. Oh God , Simon
Beast and Cringe Powell. Blah
blah blah. Pap pap pap. Ego ego
ego. Despair. Go out and make
some tea. Return and nothing has
changed.

·'The rain falls hard on a humdrum
rown . .. " (William, It Was Really

Nothing, The Smiths)
Suddenly, there she is. On the
screen I see a woman dancing a
simple, energetic da nce and singing a simple, energetic song . The
set is totally wh ite , she is totally in
black, post-punk gladrags apparently thrown together with a second's thought. She has two male
partners, dressed simi larly and
dancing identically but they might
as well be with me watching her.
The camera zooms in on her face .
She jumps, gasps and pouts. This
is sex. The rain has stopped .

"You must be my Lucky star/
'Cause you make the darkness
seem so far/And when I'm lost
you'll be my guide// just turn on
round and you're by my side"
(Lucky Star).
My saviour that Thursday evening was one Madonna Louise Ciccone, a constant source of fascin ation ever since , and whose rise to
internationai"hyperstardom is one
of the most aston ishing pop-fantasies ever. But why Madonna?
Make no mistake, this is a success
story rivalled only by The Beatles'
meteoric rise from obscu rity so we
have to accoun t for it somehow.
I'll try: Madonna is the perfect
synthesis of pop ·s three elements
:--- image , ego and music - each
m their most developed fo rm. I
think ...

· · . predictably formulaic
disco pap, about as sexy as
a balaclava.
Let's take the music first: at
their best, Madonna's records are
_brilli ant ly produced bursts of pure
pop magic, stridently sex ual. At
their worst, they are predictably
formulaic disco pap , about as sexy
as a balaclava . Such moments ,
though , have been rare . The first
LP . was a relatively low/-key
affair. Titled Madonna WEA
decided against giving it i'he huge
Promotion number and were
instead happy to let sales ride on
the back of the numerous hit singles. In the US , the first of these
Was Everybody which topped the
d_ance charts and made an impression on the black playlists but was
otherwise ignored. In Britain , virtually no one heard it Radio 1
doubtless dismissing it as yet
another black disco record . (Incidentally , this is a vivid illustration
of how difficult it is for many black
artists to get their records played
on national daytime radio . No
Promotional material accompa~ied Everybody and it came in a
Plain sleeve with the result that
rnany people assumed Madonna
to be black. Holiday, on theo\her
hand, had a picture sleeve - and

was a smash hit.)

Everybody was a very thin
song , tinnily produced , but what
set it apart from a zillion other
disco-by- numbers releases was
Madonna herself, espousing that
soon-to-be-familiar "I know you
want me" philosophy: "/ know
you've been waiting/ Yeah, I've
been watching you/Yeah, I know
you wanna get up/ Yeah , come

don 't give me proper credit// just
walk away" (Material Girl). The
themes are the same as on the previous LP only exaggerated , made
larger than life. The Girl was having a ball. But, like all little
girls, she had to grow up sometime.

for their superficiality. She, of
course, believes in love , and by
the end of the video she has chosen Keith Carradine who , in the
final irony, presents the material
girl with a bunch of flowers.

Another example is the Dress
And so she did . True Blue sees . You Up video which begins with

obvious influence - whose sex
appeal was partly based upon her
own innocence of it. This was very
touching but also very comforting
for men. A lot of men dislike
Madonna 's (or any woman's)
flaunting of society's sexual rules;
it frightens them because their
sexual dominance is threatened .
Madonn a's female audience, on
the other hand , love her and her
attitude. Whilst Cyndi Lauper
had said that "Girls just wanna
have fun ", Madonna says, "Gi rls
are gonna have fun! "

on."
Here , of course, we have the
major theme unde rpinning most
of Madonna 's songs, affi rmed on
the very first release: a confident
assertio n of her own sexuality.
Most of her records are about men
but it is always Madonna in control - she is never a passive
object of male desires. Madonna
knows what she wants and she
knows she can get it: " Un like the
others I'd do anything/I'm not the
same I have no shame" (Burning
Up). Even if she loses out and gets
messed around she emerges wiser
from the experience: " But I'm not
gonna cry for you/'Cause that's
what you want me to do/No I'm
not gonna cry for you anymore" (I
Know It). You tell him Mad!
Musica lly the Madonna LP is
fairly unremarkable. The songs
are there - Lucky Star, Burning
Up , Borderline but the
arrangements and production are
pretty standard fare. Nevertheless, WEA reckoned they we re
onto something and put A Lot of
Money at Madonna 's disposal for
th e next move. She hired Nile
(Chic) Ridgers to produce it and ·
the result was a manufactured pop
classic. Curiously , Like a Virgin is
in
some
respects
much
slighter th an its eponymous predecessor. Of its original nine
tracks (Into the Groove being
tacked onto later pressings) two
are total duffers - Pretender and
an ill-starred cover of Love Don't
Live Here Anymore - whilst
Shoo-Bee-Doo and Stay are humdrum, if pleasant, fillers. However, Material Girl, Angel, Like a
Virgin and Dress You Up are four
of the most perfect pop songs ever
made: sublime and exciting, FUN
FUN FUN! The record sounds
meatier a nd bouncier than the
first LP with Rodgers' production

Madonna: Girls are gonna have fun!

Madonna grappling with maturity. Now she 's the girl in trouble
- "But I' ve made up m y mind,
I'm keeping m y baby" (Papa
Don't Preach) - and in Live To
Tell , self-doubt in the face of
adversity confronts her: "A man
can tell a thousand lies/ I've learned
my lesson well/Hope I live to tell
the secret I have Learnedl'Til then,
it will burn inside of me". The
weakest moments are when the
party-time style of Like a Virgin is
revived in Where 's the Party? and
Jimmy Jimmy. The Girl 's too old
for that now . After all , she's married: whilst Madonna was "dedicated to my father " and Like a
Virgin to "the virgins of the
world ", True Blue is fo r " my hus_ _ _ _ ___. band, the coolest guy in the universe"; a perfect trilogy.

But then·, Madonna is the perfect image. Her records would
mean far less to us if we didn't
know that it was her singing them
(remember the fate of Everybody). And crucially, Madonna is
her own image . The image is
HER , her ego. Whilst with other
pop stars we are aware of their
"put-on" image , to be taken off
later (e.g . Adam Ant or Wham!
whom we all knew were just basic,
straightforward lads underneath it
setting the tone; the whipcrack all) with Madonna we know only
snare drum at the beginning of what we see - a STAR. So much
Material Girl is A Great Moment of Madonna's visual presentation
concentrates on the facts of her
in Pop just on its own .
The Like a Virgin period is the , stardom, fame and success. The
quintessential Madonna . Regard- video for Material Girl depicts her
as an actress in a stylised represenless of what she does in the future,
most people will remember her as tation of a Marilyn Monroe
routine in Gentlemen Prefer
she was then , the material girl
Blondes . Dinner-suited males fall
wearing the "Boy Toy" buckle on
the LP sleeve. But there's no
over each other to give her more
doubt as to who is playing around :. and more extravagant presents;
"Some boys kiss me, some boys
we see Madonna the star in her
hug m e/I think they're OKl!fthey
dressing-room scoffing at them

hordes of Madonna-ettes queueing outside the theatre where their
idol is about to perform . The
scene switches to the interior of
the huge venue , absolutely crammed with mini-M adonna replicas
screaming their heads off and
waving at the camera. Huge
images of Madonna 's face are projected above the stage and a torrent of Madonna balloons is
unleashed from the ceiling. Thus ,
a minute of the promo has gone
and we 've yet to see the artist but we all know exactly who it is
we're going to see .

Madonna is, in the eyes of
many girls, a very liberating
figure.
So, we have the perfect image
- the self-image - created by
carefu l marketing and also an
almost total lack of contact with
the " real " world ; Madonna has
given very few interviews , none at
all during the fantasy days of Like
a Virgin . Clearly, it is Madonna
herself that has much to do with
the popularity of her records but where's the appeal? What's so
special about her? It is not that her
legions of fans are males , drooling
over every inch of bare flesh.
Judging from those who paid
money to see her in concert ,
Madonna's fans are overwhelmingly young and female. Why?
Essentially , because Madonna is,
in the eyes of many girls , a very
liberating figure. Whilst our maledominated society dictates that
girls should be submissive and
ashamed of their sexuality stupid and sweet - Madonna
says, ·" Look at me , be aware of
yourself, be proud of what you
are , just like I am! " This sets her
apart from Marilyn Monroe - an

Is this why Madonna is so specia l? Certainly, she is unremarkable on most other counts. Her
singi ng is effective but limited; it
suits the songs she sings . Her
dancing , likewise, looks good but
is relative ly basic. She is not even
classicall y beautiful. And these
factors enha nce her appeal yet
further, for to her public,
Madonna does not appear distant
or aloof. Her male fans see her as
sexually attractive but not unattain ably so-she has a very down
to earth sex appeal. Similarly , her
fema le fans are attracted by her
sexuality and her sexual freedom
because they perceive it as being
possible to emul ate: it costs them
very little to dress up like
Madonna . So the elusive speciality is also an ordinariness that
does not alienate her fans. The
Dress You Up promo illustrates a
facet of this . Madonna's antics on ·
stage - the clothes, the dancing,
the poses - are so basic and simple they could easily be those of a _
Madonna-ette acting out the role
of being a sta r, of being Madonna.
On stage, Madonna becomes the
livin g expression of her fans'
dreams: she is saying, "It's easyyou can do it too! " In a Mado nna
live performance, the symbiotic
relationship between performer
and audience becomes very blurred and ill-defined. Inde!ed the
two almost merge into one.
Whatever the future holds,
then , Madonna should be mindful
of the fact that she is her own best
asset. Of her two films to date one
(Desperately Seeking Susan) was a
success, the other (Shanghai Surprise) a flop . That in the former
she pl ayed an extension of her
own ego-image whilst the latter
saw her as someone else not identifi ably Madonna may be worrying, or else it may simply mean she
has to grow old a little more carefully and gracefully. Anyway , I'll
stick with her.
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Storming the Castl¢
display space within the Castle.
(7) Higher admission charges
(presently £2.00 for adu lts).
(8) A road tunnel for military
service traffic to be blasted
through the Castle rock from
the north bridge over the
moat into the cen tre of the
Cast le.

combined-the Tattoo stands are
a further eyesore, give n the ir setting. The proposals , however,
only tinker with the Tattoo problem , by reducing the numbe r of
temporary seats needed.
The other main problem is that
the Castle doesn't offer enough to
the visitor. The report speaks
loosely of putting management
out to franchise, improving the
museums and introducing " historical animators " - and there are
associated rumours of mock

I believe that the interests of the
to urist industry must be accommodated along with the interests
of (a) the military and (b) the
people of Scotland , to all of whom
the Castle in one se nse belongs.
Much can and -s ho uld be done , but
these proposals are insensitive .
Nor are they who lly to the point.
The worst problem - as identified by the report- is that in the
summer, th e Esplanade is a coach
park and Tattoo building site

"changing of the guard" ceremomes .
. But at this stage it
is important to ask why , with so
many ideas - both in the report
and in the responses to it - being
floated on how to improve the
Castle without the need for great
structural additions , the bulk of
the consultants' proposa ls perversely concern new buildings on
and around th e Esplanade . Is it
because thj ey are a firm of
architects?

The familiar skyline of Edinburgh Castle could soon be
dramatically altered by a proposed facelift. Michael Upton
·casts a critical eye over the plans. Graphic: Rory Macbeth
You have until 30th November
to make your views known to the
Scottish Office upo n the contents
of a report which recommends a
controversial redevelopment at
Edinburgh Castle .
The Boys Jarvis report proposes:
of
the
(1) T he
levelling
Esplanade in front of the Ca~
tle and the construction
thereo n of a permanent
arena , which will not rise
above· the present skyl ine,
and a ca feteria restaurant
block overlooking Princes
Street which will.
(2) An arcade of shops and
tourist facilities at the head of
this are na, below th e present
approach to th e entrance .
(3) An
audio-visual
theatre
be low the ga teho use to be
entered across the moat noor
from (2).
(4) No
parkin g
on
the
Esplanade , coaches to park
on Johnston Terrace and an
esca lato r to un , half-subme rged , up the grass bank on
the south side of the
Esplanade to enter (2).
(5) Car parking at Holyrood with
a shuttle-bus link .
(6) Reorganisa tio n of museum/

Coming Out
A couple of years ago, fresh out
of school and with rosy dreams of
rising to the dizzy heights of student politics, I stood for the post of
Welfare Convener in the October
by-elections. I thought - and still
think - that an evangelical Christian had a valuable contribution to
make towards solving the problems facing university students.
Feeling sure of a sizeable vote from
members of such bodies as the
Christian Union, but aware of the
need for a wee bit of favourable
publicity, I excitedly dashed off a
long and juvenile article on
homosexuality - larded with oozings of warm compassion, tempered with some discreet moralising and notable for what, to me,
seemed like a splendid political
compromise between acknowledg·
ing the genuine grievances of the
"gay" subculture and deploring
their lifestyles.
It was a miscalculation of
incredible proportions. I lost the
election by a landslide to some
obscure English lassie who had the
sense to keep her opinions to herself. My vote consisted largely of
support from the seedier elements
of the Conservative Association
and a handful of Highland Presbyterians. The article provoked a
storm of controversy, with
enraged letters pouring into Student for weeks on end - a Labour
hack here, a bent Anglican priest
there. Some of the accusations
made verged on the actionable. A
subsequent editorial linked me
with a National Front activist, and
two published letters cast doubt on
my own heterosexuality. A couple
of enraged responses from myself
were never printed. And so I
achieved overnight fame and
instant political death. l have not
stood for student office since.
In the light of reason, I now
believe that I deserved all I
received. To compromise my personal beliefs in order to secure
eledion for office was not at all
respectable. It ~ave the article the.

air of a devious political schemer
trying to sit on the fence and hide
his nasty views. And, in retrospect, it is easy to see how infuriating my pontificating, cloying, Verity Treacle-like style must ha'le
been to the two dozen or so members of the Lesbian and Gay Soci-

IOpinionI
ety.
But the "gay" problem is still
there. And many of the charges 1
made were never answered; my
r
opponen ts muc h pre.erring
the
smear-and-run
tactics
of
extremists everywhere to entering
the arena of civilised debate.
Perhaps their successors will answer now.
Firstly, do they deny that
homosexuality is still a major
menace to public health? The
AIDS epidemic has received
rather . more publicity than it
deserves, but it seems that 75 per
cent of cases involved homosexual
men . AIDS remains incurable and
the only clear way to avoid infeclion is to desist from practices that
smpurena. d
virus . T h is the gay com11y 1s pa1en11y not doing.
Apart from AIDS, according to
well-documented
reports
in
A
hmeri.c~, homosexuality incurs
t e ns of hepatitis, syphilis,
gonorrhoea, amabiasis, shigellosis
and even typhoid fever . ALL of
these, in' the USA, are most commonly found in homosexual men.
I n aII our cities the major repository for venereal disease is the
homosexual community.
We
might add increased rates of
suicide, drug addiction and

t~~

alcoholism. Whoopee!
Secondly, doesLAGSstillmaintain that gays are not, as a rule,
promiscuous? They quote Dr Kinsey - incorrectly, mind you - in
their nasty little propaganda piece
in the Freshers' Union handbook.

Kinsey found that the B'l'erage
homosexual had one thousand sexual partners during his lifetime.
Some gay activists have claimed
ten thousand. Having tediously
leafed through a pile of turgid gay
novels in our Union shop, I have
not found a single story about a
monogamous couple. All the
heroes seem to have the lifestyles of
oversexed tomcats. The local
homosexual shop _ which 1 furl·
tively visited, dirty mack and all, •
some weeks back _ consists
largely of revolting pornography,
wearisome Marxist polemics and a
great many health handbooks that
clearly regard homos as leaping
into bed wi' th di' ..
"'erent people
every night.
Do they claim that they created
their society to help the young?
Few psychologists believe that sexual orientation is fixed before the
early 20s at soonest. People entering university in their late teens
may still be capable of adopting
natural (horrid word , eh?) and
normal lifestyles. Once LAGS
have got hold of them that prospeel become rather remote. A chitling number of autobiographies by
homosexual men show that they
never had any "gay" feelings or
d edseirrespeounptliel.they were seduced by
01

Why, for a start,
should Association funds be used
a very small and disrto support
I
ID~t Y uns_avoury pressure group
act1Dg aga1Dst the accepted moral
standards of our society? Why do
~e not at least insist that they
impose a lower age-limit on membership and attendance of 21- in
accordance with the law of the
land and in the interests "or the
young? There are plenty of other
sources of help for the confused
and frightened teenager. And who
on earth is responsible for that

ous to exempt lesbians from the
penalties suffered by their male
contemporaries. These are horrendous measures. But if it proves
the only way to protect the young,
to preserve public health and
social order and ultimately protect
the homosexuals themselves then it must be done. And it probably will be done within the next
decade, as this country sees some·
thing of the havoc created by the
liberalising of the laws in the
1960s.
Meanwhile, we will wait and
watch the Gay Society. We shall
watch the leaders of the Students'
Association. We will keep a
weather eye out for anyone else
prepared to speak out on this
issue. But if all else fails, those of
us who still believe in the standards that made Scotland what it
is will be quite prepared to take
whatever action seems necessary.
John MacLeod

5P£CIAl Oisot.fT'O .... ~EOUIREO

appalling item in the Association
Handbook
presenting an
extreme view of homosexuality
that could have been drafted by
Ian Dunn? To recommend the Gay
Society as a source of impartial
advice for the sexually disturbed
seems rather like proposing
Archbishop O'Brien to teach
Reformation History.
.
!wo years ago I wro!e that legIS·
latmn on homos_exuahty was too
harsh. In the hght of the s~bsequent ~utc~y - not . to menll~n
the massive. 1Dcrease ID AIDS ID
~cotla~d SIDCe l984 -;- my
hber~1sm has evapora~ed hke the
.m orn1D_g dew. I now believe - and
1Dcreas1Dgly
ho~
that
hom~se~u~ practices sh~uld be
re-cnm1Dal.1sed. T~ere might be
some sense ID. revers1Dg the pr~nt
law - tr~at1Dg young boys with
~ore lemency. than · adul~, .fo.r
1Dstance. And it would be 1Dv1d1-

• Opinions do not necessarily
reflect the views of Students editor
and staff.
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Easy to make charges: what
.. suggestions can I provide?
pos1hve
. I think we could start by taking a
long hard look at the role of the
Lesbian and Gay Society in the

umvers1ty
· · .

fo r the military, religious and
royal purposes that first bought
out the site (even the worst Yicto.
ri an additions reflect this) - this
is a proposa l to add permanent
structures whose purposes are
commercial , unprecedented and
quite out oflhe last 15 centuries'
keeping .
Second: a big prestige develop.
ment in front of the Castle
designed to get big headlines and
big fees , is an obnoxious irrelevance to the Tattoo problem and
the need for sensitive improve.
ment within the Castle. It is part of
a lazy-minded approach which
favours the Big Idea at the
expense of the resources which
should be spent on a comperehensive down-to-earth program me of
small-scale improvements, and
not only in the Castle , if the
underlying aim of attracting more
tourists is to be achieved. ,
The report is in the Scottish
Office library . A summary can be
seen at The Scotsman offices or
obtained from Boys Jarvis, 19
Woodside Place , Glasgow. Written comments to : The Director,
Historic Buildings and Monuments, SOD , 3-11 Melville Street,
Edinburg_h , by 30th Novbember.
Mr Alex Fletcher, MP for Central
Edinburgh , has offered to pass on
comments informally to the Secretary of State (whose is the decisi.o n) after that date

They express respect for the
silhouette and integrity of the
place. Their restaurant/cafeteria
block on the Esplanade will be the
most prominently obnoxious new
building in Edi nburgh, with three
large and gratuito us protuberances blotting the skyline whether
you stand Olil Princes Street or the
Pentland Hills. As for integrity ,
where they are right o ut of line is
on bu ilding on the Esplanade.
This does not just happen to be a n
empty space in front of the Castle,
waiting for a city-centre developer
with a n eye for the main chance. It
is historica lly an integral part of
the military design of the whole
Castle -open ground for a clear
field of fire to keep besiegers at
bav
·
Then there are a score of objectionable detai ls - what possible
case is there - in terms of traffic
congestion - for dynamiting a
road tunnel through the rock?
•
How can they justify
knocking five new doorways
across the moat floor and so sidestepping the ancient and proper
dignity of a single gateway? But
space permits only two last
thoughts on
th e principles
involved .
First: the plans' apologists keep
clutching at the facts that the Castle is historically an architectural
medley. But what is at issue is th at
- whereas every bit of it was built
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~Hit
~in.

Univ. 1;

and Run

St Andrews 0

Yet one question must be
To call this game a real
"classic" would be a blatant asked: why did only one goal
the sides after the 90
re because, to put it mildly' it separate
minutes of hit-and-run football?
~;s a dreadful kick-and-rush Edinburgh certai nly had enough
affair, with little skill, Dow, chances to destroy the abysmal
or excitement to warm the opposition. In the first minute ,
uncommitted spectator. Yet Gary Cooper's cunni ng throughthere was one positive feature ball split the St Andrews defence ,
in this game, namely that leaving Mike Govan with a free
route to goal. He duly rounded
Edinburgh scored the only the
goalkeeper, but proceeded to
goal of the match·.
place the ball agonisingly wide of

nation of poor finishing, ill-luck
and versatile goalkeeping kept the
score at 1-0.
John l:lrush excelled in the first
45 minutes. He could have scored
a hat-trick within 20 minutes of
the start, displaying good close
ball control and testing the goalkeeper with several long-range
shots. John Ashmore enjoyed
several surging runs into the visitors' penalty area , while a Mike
Govan effort in the 67th minute
rebounded to safety off the woodwork. Neil Cameron faded during
the second half and was thus
replaced by John Russell, and
Colin Simpson entered the arena
a few minutes later for the rather
tired-looking John Brush. Yet this
double substitution failed to
change the tide , and John
Ashmore even got himself
booked for resorting to volleyball
tactics.

the post.
One coul d write a thesis on the
But what about the goal itself?
faults of St Andrews University
FC. They were a wful! It was The high-point of the game (if one
clearly evident even before they can call it that) occurred in the
kicked a ball that this was not a eleventh minute , created and
finished by the new-look Edinside blessed with a wealth of talent
and natural skill. Clad in number- burgh attack. An ingenious first
less shirts (for it is o bviously their touch from Neil Cameron , better
policy to remain anonymous in · known for his defensive qualities,
the world outside St Andrews), left newcomer John Brush with a
never have I seen such a motley · golden opportunity to open the
Thus Edinburgh had to be conscoring. Outwitting two discrew before.
traught defenders , Brush merely tent with the most slender of vicSt
Andrews
only
Thus it was no t surprising to had to help the ball over the line , tories.
note that Brent Lockie had a with Cameron having already threatened once during the secrather uneventful afternoon in the beaten the over-zealous goal- ond half, with a breakaway
counter-attack . Their centre forEdinburgh goal. His only moment keeper.
ward was clearly offside, but he
of excitement was created by his
had obviously accounted for the
team-mate, A ndy Woods, who
From this moment on it seemed
provided him with a little practice as though an avalanche of goals fact that there was no linesman to
with a firmly struck back-pass . would bury the pitiful St Andrews penalise him. Yet this devious foe
Needless to say, Mr Lockie over- team (or rather, the St Andrews must have had a sudden attack of
came his unrestrained joy by com- " mob"). Andy Woods and John guilt because he rounded Brent
ing out of premature retirement to Brush exploited acres of space on Lockie, moved to within three
gather the back-pass without even the right wing to test the visitors' yards of the goal, and slipped the
having to perform an acrobatic defence. Cross after cross floated ball to the left of the post!
full-l ength dive.
inte> the six-yard box, but a com biCarl Marston

Team Sweep
Late November heralds the
real start to winter and the
real start of the cross-country
calendar. So far the team has
participated in such wimp
events as road races, relays
etc., so the time comes for
some real country. Thus
Edinburgh Unviersity were
the host for the Braid Hills
race last Saturday. A beautiful sunny, sub-zero day
promised a good turnout and
dutifully 160 entered the race.
The course consists of one or
two three-mile loops round
the Braids (depending on
your sex and whether you are
John "skintight" Wright).
The odd sprinkling of cliffs,
slopes, slime and mud added
that je ne sais quoi and a bit of
challenge to the participants.

didn't vary much during the second lap. Robson won from
Kirkwood but it was the Hairies
packing that carried off the team
prize. Russell Boyd , Dave Arnott
(also first junir), Ian Harkness
and Mark Streit in 6, 9, 10 and
13th prespectively. Alan Smith
led the B team as 3rd student
team.

Equal success was had by the
ladies - their race was a mere one
lap of the Siberian wastelands so
the usual hypothermia claimed
only a small portion of the field.
Jackie Ferran from Pitreavie narrowly defeated Jill Reid from
Heriot-Watt. Yvette Hague raced
in third for our team and led the
ladies team (with Kate Fisher and
Cha rlotte McFadden) to the first
team prize. Success on the field
was matched by the great organisation and credit goes to all the
markers, timers and especia lly
Alice and Mike who manned the
A tough race ensued the some- finish line.
what belated starter's gun and
With such a great team perforsoon a leading group of three split mance the Hairies have managed
off the head of the field. Alan to get eight members selected for
Robson, Brian Kirkwood and the Scottish Universities team
Paul Dugdale (Dundee Uni) soon that races in December. In the
established a lead of about 70 meantime , the team prepared
yards over Aberdeen Uni's Jamie itself for the Leeds demolition trip
Bell, then Dougie Runcieman and where fame (and maybe even forRussell Boyd from the Hairies. tune) awaits us all. In the meanNarrowly behind Sir Boyd was time the committee are out to kill
Dave Arnott and Ian Harkness.
these Hariot-Watt bastards, they
The race obviously devastated bounced a cheque on us .
Captain Sensible
most of the field and positions

Golden Boot
On yet another windy day
at Peffermill the University
side put in another spirited
to
beat
performance
Grangemouth. The team,
determined to secure a "W"
in their last league game this
term, came on to the pitch
fired for action.
The platform for victory was
built in the first ten minutes when

over scrum of the season , were
robbed two yards from the line
when debutant No. 8 Harry
Hawes picked up and crashed
over himself.
The half-time whistle saw the
score at 12-6 following another
penalty by the University and a
converted try by Grangemouth
following some prolonged pressure on the University line. The
side had the pressure on them in
the second half with a strong wind
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Eleven Championship tables
with private bar

the Grangemouth team appeared
to be still on the coach. The University opened the scoring in the
second minute with a superbly
judged penalty by Dave " Golden
Boot" Marshall in difficult wind
conditions. Within moments of
the kick-off the University were
back on the opposition line . The
pack, going for their first push-

Executive Suite
with two tables, TV/Video, Waitress Service

Sub Aqua Club
Regular Tournaments and Leagues
Sauna, Spa Pool and Solarium

NORMAL MEMBERSHIPS
Snooker £20.00 Leisure £20.00 Snooker/Leisure £35.0
50o/o Discount to students before the end of 1986
Open daily from 10 am - Midnight
Triangles Lounge Bar
open all day, everyday,
good food and friendly service

Edinburgh University Sub
Aqua Club have this year
·been awarded the Heinke
Trophy by the British Sub
Aqua Club (BSAC). The
Heinke Trophy is the premier
award of the BSAC and it is
awarded annually to the
branch of the BSAC "judged
to have done most to have
furthered the interests of its
members and of the BSAC".
The Heinke Trophy was
donated to the BSAC in 1958 by
the old-established British diving
firm , Heinke , a company which
has been making quality hard-hat
diving equipment and aqualung
apparatus for many years .
University ~uo
Edinburgh
Aqua Club is the first Scottish university diving club and one of only

Grangemouth 10
against them and an unfortunate
injury to Calvin Grigor's back. A
mix-up in substitution law
involved a reshuffle in the pack
with H. Hawes having to move to
tight-head prop and taking a few
flying lessons! Grigor, having yoyoed on and off the pitch several
times, moved into the back row .
Polaris

two British university clubs to
have received the award. The
award was made on the basis of a
report which was submitted to the
BSAC and the club was judged on
its overall performance in areas
ranging from diver training , qualifications gained and general diving activities to social activities,
publicity and public relations . The
report which included information about the club's activities,
club statistics and photographs,
was prepared by a number of
people within the club. A copy of
this report was also presented to
the Sports Union.
The presentation of the trophy
will take place in November at the
diving officers' conference in London. A local presentation of the
trophy will also be held in Edinburgh on 6th December and this
presentation will be made by
George Brookes, a past chairman
of the BSAC and one of the
pioneers of sports diving in Britain.
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Crossing the Firth of Forth
Last
Saturday,
15th
November, about 20 hardy
members of the Windsurfing
Club took part in a fund-raising event for Student Aid by
crossing the Firth of Forth as
many times as possible. The
Windsurfing Club were just
one of the clubs attempting to
cross the firth in any manner
they could.
The majority of clubs opted to
cross by the bridge, either by foot
(strapped to seven other feet), by
bicycle or by roller-skis.
Those foolhardy individuals
who chose to do the crossing 100
ft. below the skiers at sea level
realised all too soon that eithe r
the tide was washing the roadbridge towards Grangemouth (or
the previous night's celebrations
were having an effect) or that an
Members of the lacrosse team in familiar pose on the Forth Road Bridge extremely strong spring tide was
last Saturday. This weekend alcohol rather than "Student Aid excite- carrying them well below and
ment" reduced the team to this same dishevelled heap.
beyond the rail bridge (Geraldine
Bill Manson Iles had plenty of time to study the

Lacrosse
Whisky, rum, vodka and
brandy did little to suppress
our fury on the way home
from the Universities Tournament at Aberdeen on Saturday.

impressive steel structure as she
cruised casually towards Burntlsland and Gothenburg).
Meanwhile back at the Bridges,
ten canoeists had successfully battied against the elements and
made it to North Queensferry.
Congratulations to all those rugged individuals who made it .
Would the owners of the three upturned canoes found abandoned
in mid-channel kjndly claim them
please.
While the canoeists were heading off to their nice warm flats ,
hot-water bottles and hot baths ,
the windsurfers were clocking up
the crossings. From 10 am to 4 pm
boards were constantly crossing
the channel, not to mention the
paths of the odd supertanker.
(Apparently it only takes three
miles to stop one when it has four
windsurfers wrapped round its
bows but the surfing was
great.) Frostbitten hands , toes
and various other extremities
were warmed up by our resident

tea lady , Joanna Goodbum (ar
Sports Union Vice-Preside~~)
who kept us all fed and watered
throughout the
day · Your
homemade Safeway pies were
great , Jo.
The number of crossings varied
from one crossing (half there half
back) by our super stud windsurf.
ing instructor , Iain Gartshure
(who?) to 14 crossings by new.
comer Adam Camsmith. The
rescue boat, if had been span.
sored, would probably have
beaten the lot of them with just
over 20 crossings.
All in all about £500 was maae
by the windsurfers alone , so with
the contributions from other
clubs, Student Aid is well and
truly on the map. Thanks to all
those who took part and helped
organise
the
event ,
drive
minibuses, help with the catering,
and to the Americna frigate which
held its fire.
Mark Webber

Brass Monkeys Hammered
Glasgow Univ. O;
On a day when the cold
separated the men from the
brass monkeys, the shinty
team stole every ball going to
hammer Glasgow Uni, away
at Garscaddens. It was a
game of statistics: third time
lucky for Edinburgh; a goal
for each of "Floppy" Gould's
displaced teeth; an 11-man
team for Edinburgh for 10
minutes, and all against a side
who started odds-on favourites.

After beating every team comfortably in the " round robin "
tournament (our closest match
was 5-1 against St Andrews) and
celebrating, we were informed of
an addition to the schedule that
had been decided during our last
match . i.e. a final!
Meriel was dragged out of the
shower and we played as well as
we could as a demoralised and
furious team against another who
had been given a second chance.
The score in the final was 4-1 to St
In the opening moments the
Andrews and two injured players
gale-force wind threatened to
to Edinburgh .
make this a re-run ·of the previous
encounter
with
St
Daph-o-del week's
Andrews. with neither side show-

Edinburgh 4
ing any sign of taking control of
the scrappy game . Then a long
pass from the half-back line was
blown on off an Edinburgh stick
and carried miraculously into the
top left of the Glasgow goals.
Glasgow never reaiiy got back
into the game after this and were
kept virtually within their own
half. Instrumental in this was the
diminutive "Minx" Mcfarlane ,
who harried and hassled like an
experienced shinty giant in this his
first game . It was he put the ball
onto the ' D' where "Floppy"
Gould collected to stick away his
first goal ten minutes later.
And then the rain started. No
one on the Edinburgh side
seemed too affected except

"Gentleman Jim " Betterton , who
nearly amputated the leg of team
captain Jimmy Divot in his
enthusiasm to keep the rain off.
But this was not the only incident
of the game. Just after half-time
the services of substitute "Smurf'
Schonbrunner were called for , as
"The Gent" went off. But in an
extraordinary display of fai rmindedness , "Sm urf ' Schonbrunner
decided to delay his entrance until
ten minutes later just to see how
Glasgow would fare against an 11man team . Finally restored to full
strength , the Edinburgh team
were robbed of another goal when
the Glasgow keeper threw the ball
out of a goal-line melee unbeknownst to the by now acting goal
judge "Gentleman Jim " Better-

ton , since he was standing halfway
down the sideline .
There was to be no such thwarting of the next Edinburgh goal.
" Quiet Man" Maguire proved
that it wasn't a freak wind but a
hurricane-like shot of his that put
away the first goal when he re·
enacted the same move and put
away number three for Edin·
burgh. Not to be o utdone.
"Floppy" Gould stuck in number
four.
So Edinburgh payed back aii
debts, and the fin al whistle came
in time to stop a significa nt colour
change in " Golly" Gran t who was
looking distinctly blue . Next week
it's St Andrews who' ll be the
monkeys , this time at Pcffermill .
Tomas MagUidhir

Student's editorial offices are on the first floor of 48 Pleasance. Our
phone numbers are 558 1117/8 aad 667 1011 extension 4496. Editorial
meetings are held in the offices eve ry Friday at J pm . T o get in touch
in order to drop in ads , informatio n. etc ., or to get
with Student ,
involved yourself, come along to section meetings o r drop into the
Student's . clas~ified section is a FREE service to readers. We welcome accommodation wanted,
offices and leave a message. You can also use the Student boxes,
~ccommodahon available, for sale, and other small ads. Keep your ads short (max 30 words), and hand them
situated in Potterrow Shop, Teviot Lobby or DHT Basement. T he folmto the_ Student office (first Ooor. 48 _Pleasance) or place them in the red Student collection boxes situated in
lowing comprise section editors (in bold type) , layout staff, a nd each
the Tev1ot fo~er, Mandela Centre Union shop, DHT Basement. and in A&M Reid (grocers) in the KBC t
EDITOR
Peter Carroll
Ads must be m by Monday of the week of publication.
en re. section's weekly meeting:
'------------~ ASSISTANT
Alastair Dalton
Female for single, Royal Crescent. £62
Two males. female or couple to share Dead groovy person wanted to dig ethnic EDITOR
ACCOMMODATION per month inclusive . Ref. no. 903.
room. Bruntsfield Pl. £85 per month. farmhouse. Good Karma essential. £75 NEWS
Jacqui Brown
Male or female, non-smoker , for si ngle
Ref. no. 904.
AVAILABLE
Gary Duncan
room. Bruntsfi eld Pl. £80 per month .
Two males, females or couple for double per month. Phone 666 2834.
Thurs 1 pm
Miranda Chitty
Listings with reference numbers Ref. no . 906.
room . Haddington Pl. £80 each per Female for shared room, Blacket Av.
month . Ref. no . 898.
Linda Davies
can be followed up by going to the Male or female for single. Blacket
£80 per month . Phone 667 8682.
Two males or females for shared room.
Ian Robertson
Student Accommodation Service Avenue. £80 per month . Ref. no. 907.
Female to share nat. Saxe Cobu rg Pl.
£HXl per mon th . Morrison St. Ref. no .
at 30 Buccleuch Place.
Emma Simpson
WANTED
Mature student. £140 per month. Ref.
901.
Angela Stuart
no. 9 10.
Two
males or females for shared room. Have a peaceful C hristmas . : . Male
Female for single, Morningside . Mature Male or female for single, Hanover St.
Andrew Sparrow
Blackrt Ave . £80.15 per month. Ref. student see ks natiroom for the Christ- ARTS
student. £95 per month . Ref. no. 89'4
£107 per month . Ref. no . 911.
mas vacation. Phone Paul. ()67 197 1 ex Thurs I.IS pm
no. 912.
Ingrid Nelson
Male for single, Myrtle Terrace. £11Xl Male for single, Liberton. Postgrad . £90
Female for shared room. S. Clerk St. £96 99. room 202 ... knowing your nat is FILM
Matthew Calling
per month . Ref. no. 902.
per month . Ref. no. 913.
being
looked
after
(and
rent
of
course).
per month. Ref. no . 914.
Linda Kerr
Fri l.30pm
iHE
F.C.<;
Sally Greig
WHAT'S ON
Lorna Henderson
Fri 1.30 pm
Sandra Catto
Suzanne Doran
MUSIC
Paul Hutton
Weds I pm
Oliver Lirn
Caroline Ednie
Keith Cameron
FEATURES
~8f /NiHE
Prue Jeffreys
Weds I pm
Paul Jeffrey
'f
Carl
Marston
SPORT
f A: 'i ... .
Fri 1.30 pm
PHOTOGRAPHY Paul Hutton
Fri 1.30 pm
Rory Macbeth
GRAPHICS
w<H•
CARTOONS
MOrlcY
Fri 1.30 pm
SENSE._ ..
MANAGER
Colin Hancock
(Sellers/Advertising/
ns

-ra-1<-

rn ?

